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RINK of it ! The price of a world-famous
known Loud Speaker cut almost in half !
Now anyone can have a loud speaker of the

very highest quality. For, remember that this
H.Q. Loud Speaker incorporates the base and
movement of the famous ORIGINAL 113 corn H.1.
Loud Speaker-the instrument on which 1BroNVII
success is founded. Remember, too, that a horn speaker gives
greater volume on distant stations than a cone instrument.

Why this big reduction has been made
Only by concentration in manufacturing on this
Speaker has it been possible to make such an
amazing price reduction. Design is the same.
Materials are the same. Workmanship is the same.
Only the price is changed. We are out to bring true radio
reproduction within everyone's reach. Hear the 3 guineas
H.Q. Loud Speaker at )our Dealer's and you'll agree that
we've succeeded. There's bound to be an enormous demand.
Don't risk disappointment ! Look in at your Dealer's to -night!!

Never beforehave you
had such an
opportunity!

SAME Speaker
SAME Results
NEW PRICE!

1:;y1. S. G, Brown. Ltd. Western A:e.. N. Acton. LcnciJa. 144 3.

t
. 47/2 /4"

NOW
3GNI.:

ASAIAir°
NEARLY 5070

$01S REDUCTION
(4b, IN PRICE

VISotos 111;wti,sou
H.Q. LOUD

SPEAKER
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NI
VALVES
ARE TRIPLE TESTED

that is why they are
consistently good

NARCONIPHONE CO. LTD., 210 -212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1

MV 22-S2

(MARCONI
VALVE

CATALOGUE
N9520

sent on
request

_,-
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Invaluable to

THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR

Two New
"BEST WAY" WIRELESS BOOKS
" Best Way " No. 328.-Modern Valve Sets. Contains full constructional
details of four receivers. A " WAVE -CHANGE ONE-VALVER " to cover long
and short waves by the operation of a switch, a: " TWO -VALVE AMPLIFIER,"
the " BEST WAY ' WAVE -CHANGE THREE " and " THE HOME CIRCLE
FOUR," a set specially designed for family use.

" Best Way " No. 329.-This Year's Star Sets. Tells you how to build
another four specially -designed receivers. " AN ALL -WAVE TWO-VALVER "
which covers all wave -lengths from 2,000 to 2o metres, " A ONE -VALVE AMPLI-
FIER," " A REGIONAL CRYSTAL SET;" and the " S.G. AND PENTODE
THREE "---a receiver of the most up-to-date type, capable of remarkable results.

EVERY SET MINUTELY DESCRIBED

On Sale Everywhere. PRICE 6d. EACH.
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In mottled red
or grey.

TAr 50f-

T2W 501-

A SET AND SPEAKER
IN PERFECT SYMPATHY
The Philips Loud Speaker Type
2016 in conjunction with the
" Radiano " Titan - the result is
perfect radio reproduction.
This Speaker responds to an un-
usually wide range of frequencies,
and maintains perfectly natural
tone. Its appearance is novel and
attractive.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate

P LIPS
ADVT. OF PHILIPS LAMPS LTD., RADIO DEPT., PHILIPS HOUSE, 145 CHARING CROSS RD. LONDON, W.C.2

Arks.
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Make the Melody

LOUDER and CLEARER

louder-clearer
Get better Radio-

full. toned melody that delights

to Cossor

the ear-change
now

Valves. Cossor Valves made

wonderful
Cossor

possible the

Melody Maker. They improve

any Receiver.
Use thew in yours.

Every Wireless
flea er sells them.

with

Adst A. G Cesar Ltd.. HaAbley Orem London.

Have you got your copy Map
of the

?

COSSOR
Broadcasting

It shows positions
and gives

the and

dial readings
of 200 European

stations.
It

will double
your Radio enjoyment-

Write far

it now,
enclose 2d.

stamp to cover postage.

Send at once!

87022 11
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Down with Trams-D.F. in the Antarctic =The Yellow Peril-The Campbells

Calling -Where Radio Booms-Broadcasting at- a 1.40S3.
Choosing a Name.

DOUBTLESS the Council of the B.B.C.
have already Selected a name for their -
new headquarters. Nevertheless the

public are interested and, therefore, I will
mention. a _few of the names suggested to
me. W. F. K. (Hastings) has a list of
seventeen, the two best being " MarConi
Lodge "-(though this indicates a small
house)-and " Faradio House," and the
funniest, " Cat's -Whisker House."

Also Ran.
OTHER names. put -forward are, " Flem-

ing Lodge," " Etherial House,"
" Thermionic House," " Ariel

House," "Chamber Music Chambers,"
" Talking Towers," " Melody Mansions,"
" Electron House," ".Radiation Building,"
(ugh !) and " eireumv6x House." Perhaps,
after all's said and done we had better have
a non-fareiy name like " Blegg's Rents " or
"Brown House." It will be better for the
postman.

That Detector Valve.
AFINCHLEY reader is cross with me

because I " pulled the kg " of a
Sunday paper;"which misinformed the

public to the effect that " the detector Valve
turns the oscillating impulses into sound
waves." He says the Sunday paper was
quite correct. I say it was _quite wrong-
and ye shall be my judges. Bless me,
Finchley ! You might as well say that the
chicken makes the omelette because it
makes the egg. Evidently, in his opinion,
the telephone or loud speaker are un-
necessary. He tells me such stuff is all
right for the "man in the street." Well,
" P.W. eaters for that gentleman-and
manages to combine clarity with accuracy.

The B.I.F.
THEY tell me that the Wireless Section

of the British Industries Fair was of
unusual interest and attracted a huge

crowd of buyers. Having expended all
my grandmothers many years ago I was
unable to sneak half a day in order to visit"
the White City, but I learn that foreign
opinion was generally the same as it has
been for years about British goods, namely,
second to none in quality arid, though on
the expensive side, worth the money. It
does seem, however, that we might improve

our export sales methods. As a traveller
I can confirm much that the Prince said on
that score.

DoWn with Trams.
A LTHOUGH the abolition of the electric

trans seems to be the only universal
remedy" for their. interference with

radio, it is of some comfort to know that
the Post Office - and the B.B.C. are co-
operating in 'the work' of finding devices to
effect as much improvement as possible
short of such- a drastic move. Perhaps

HOME OF THE VOLGA BOATMAN ?

A radio se., installed below an icon in a Russian house.

are

the Post Office will take the advice of the
Canadian Commission which is now visiting
England to study broadcasting, for they
make a speciality of removing similar
interference in Canada, and are very
successful.

Oscillation Rampant ?
I UNDERSTAND that about half of the

B.B.C.'s enormous post -bag contains
letters of complaint about interference

by " bowlers," a sad state of affairs, con-
sidering Capt. Eckersley's efforts and the

general growth of technical
skill and knowledge. No
doubt a great deal of the
trouble is caused by elderly
listeners who really need en-
tirely " fool -proof " sets, be-

" cause they simply will not
bother to learn anything
about radio. Also, no doubt,
much " oscillation " is done
by inexperienced home -con-
structors in the process of
testing the "very latest
circuit." Time alone can'
cure this evil-or the pro-
hibition of free reaction.

D.F. In the Antarctic.
IWONDER that there is

not more interest shown
by amateurs in the art of

direction -finding by radio for,
it really is a most fascinating
thing and is not expensive
to enjoy in a modest way.
Even a frame aerial, a corn,
pass and a map in conjunc-
tion with a good set will give
anew interest :and unlimited
occupation. Captain Byrd,
who is in the Antarctic with an
aeroplane and two ships, plus
all kinds of radio gear. tells
how the direction - finding
equipment enabled him to
find the whaling steamer.

C. A. Larsen," at a,time
when the compasses of both
of his ships were useless owing

, to the proximity of the 'lin-
netic pole:

(Continwttl on next page."
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued front previous page.)

Can You Beat It ?
KIND friends-I still have some despite

my cruel jokes at the expense of
" Sunday wireless experts "-make a

point of sending me letters of interest from
radio " fans " the world over. Here is a
bit of one from someone in Bolivia. Not-
withstandina nevertheless, so to say, we
here, the affectionates of the rado, we make
gigantic efforts contact ourselves to those
of Europe, listening with many valves,
without to achieve much triumph for the
many disturbances naturals that call
themself ' the atmosphericals.' " I am
sorry for some of those S. American
countries. Only a special dispensation of
Providence can give them decent radio -
joy.

The Yellow Peril.

FROM
Australian sources I learn that

the Tokio broadcasting station de-
votes 25 per cent of its transmission

time to economics, 40 per cent to educa-
tional matter, and 35 per cent to enter-
tainment. That is, 65 per cent to " educa-
tion," and 35 per cent to joie de 1,171)re. And
there are no complaints ! This is ominous,
and I beg the Chancellories of Europe to
take note of it. The cherry blossom means
" business."

The Campbells are Calling.
AT Vcrneukpan, Cape Colony, where

Malcolm Campbell found the Empire's
best motor track there has been erected

a short-wave radio station. Formerly, all
his messages had to be taken a distance of
50 miles to the nearest telegraph office,
but now it is hoped that Z S Z will succeed
in making direct contact with Europe and
the States. Wave -length about 40 metres.
What a chance for a man to win a Valve
Bartship.

I Wish . . . .
ANUMBER of nice readers have written

to me about my recently -expressed
wishes. With regard to getting a

screw to stand up in a hole inaccessible
to the hand a Chester man suggests a
magnetised screwdriver, a good idea for
which I thank him, though most of my
screws appear to be of brass ! E. J. M.
(Hounslow) very kindly sends me a nine -
inch length of bicycle -spoke at one end of
which are soldered two tiny pieces of spring
metal, joined at the bottom, and just parted
at their top edges. You press the springs
together, put them in the slot of the screw
and gaily lower away. I think this solves
the problem. Salaam, sahib !

Accumulator Joy.
T AM indebted to Lectro Linx, Ltd., for a
1 sample of their " Clix " accumulator

knob which certainly makes for a clean
job. Instead of screwing this down on the
wire the contact between wire and cell ter-
minal is made by means of a plug which
goes through the knob horizontally. The
wire is fastened to the plug in a manner
which quite meets my wish that wander -
plugs would not wander away from their
leads, These Clix knobs are made in
2 B.A., 0 B.A., and 1 Whitworth threads,
and extensions stems for countersunk type

batteries are made with 2 B.A., and :t
Whitworth threads. Clix gets some of my
money. Their list is worth perusal.

A Baird Secret Bared.
IUNDERSTAND that a £150,000 insur-

anceL policy has been taken out on
the life of Mr. Baird, the television man.

This is sensational, and puts him into the
class which I may roughly describe as
second -grade film stars. For consider !

- Gloria Swanson is insured for £400,000, and
Mary Pickford for £200,000. And Mr. R.
Wanamaker, a business man, is insured for
R1,500,000.

You've -Got to Take It !

T HAVE already remarked upon, the fact
1 that in a general way one can foretell

what will be " on the air " at a given
time, because the B.B.C. has as far as
possible standardised its programmes.
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SHORT WAVES.
RADIO PROGRESS.

E First: " I think the set's gone wrong."
and

Final Stage : " Yes ; the station must have
-

broken down."-" London Calling."
.

Teacher of Algebra (to inattentive student) .
" Johnny, what is the result if I add minus A
to plus A ? "

Johnny (whose father is a wireless con-
= structor) : " I know ; a short circuit."-

American Paper.

A Brighton enthusiast writes to ask us how
he can receive Ireland on his crystal set.
Well, this is no easy task, but if he opens the
window we should think he would get Erin.

A headline in a London newspaper recently
asked us : " Have we wireless brains ? "

We really don't know ; but there are
several old radio sets about containing a good
many brainless wires.

PAPA SHOULD HAVE A PORTABLE.
Little Girl : " Mamma, are we going to

Heaven some day ? "
Radio Widow : " Yes, my dear-at least,

I hope so."
Little Girl : " Wouldn't it be nice if Papa

 could go along, too ? "
Radio Widow : " Why, my dear, why

shouldn't he ? "
Little Girl : " Oh, no, mamma, he couldn't

 leave the radio."--" Radio News."

Although headphones are dying out of
favour to a certain extent, we understand
they are still very popular in many large
families. It is so difficult to listen to a loud
speaker when a family of eight or more are
taking soup.

BEFORE AND AFTER TELEVISION._= Radio Wooer : " You used to be the
apple of my eye, sweetheart ; and now you
are the flicker of my neon tube."-" Radio
News."

" Foundations " at 6.45 Bach at 5.45 on
Sunday, etc. But now I have found another
B.B.C. trick. There is a " play " from
2 L 0, which does not attract you, and so,
like a goca listener, you switch to 5 G B.
But you don't get off so easily, my friend
-you've got to have it, for the next night
it is transmitted from 5 G B. When, there-
fore, you switch from one to the other you
generally find such a poisonous item that
you must either take the " play " or shut
down.

Rigorous Transformer Test.
AS a result of the Holborn gas explosion

the basement' of a certain building
was submerged in water for two days,

and in the basement there were an A.F.5
L.F. transformer,- an. 0-.P.1 ontput trans-

former and a B.1 choke, all-as the theatre
programmes might say-" by Ferranti."
When the amplifier was fished up it was
found to function perfectly. And yet, with
a modesty which does them credit, Fer-
ranti's say that their transformers are not
claimed to be fire and flood proof !

The Bengal Club.
THE Radio Club of Bengal have sent sue

a copy of their official journal, Radio
Jottings," an interesting little thing,

though it contains absolutely no trace of
" constructional " matter. The Editor re-
marks that the of finance is causing
anxiety. No doubt every secretary of a
radio club in Britain will thrill in sympathy
-but will lick his chops when I state that
this journal comprises 26 pages, including
cover, of which 12 are full of adver-
tisements ! One page is blank, except for a

To Let " sign. Another page is quite
blank-representing the ether, I suppose.
Bravo, Bengal !

Where Radio Booms.

IT is reported from the U.S.A. that there
are in that country about 71 million
sets in operation, which works out to

about 29 sets per hundred homes. The State
which boasts the highest number of sets per
hundred homes is Minnesota, with 69 per
cent ; New York has only 38 per cent ;
while New Mexico comes bottom, with 6
per cent. As a sidelight on these figures
comes the news that the Radio. Corporation
of America made a profit of £3,796,000 in
1928 ; not all made out of broadcasting sets
but a large proportion, no doubt.

Kindly Shoulder Arms.
THE War Office is warming to the idea

of educating the Army by radio,
even though it is bound to give many

a sergeant the apoplexy. I am sure our
Army will welcome talks " on plum -and -
apple and the vitamine value of bully beef.
And the thought of drill being taught by
B.B.C.-trained speakers raises many humor-
ous thoughts. Bay the raight-adjust
your alignment." " Shoulder-hope." Oh,
that we could hear the boys in the canteen
passing judgment on the day's lessons !

Broadcasting at a Loss.
'UN view of B.B.C. finance it is interesting

to learn that the National Broadcasting
Company, which serves about 58 stations

in the ,U.S.A., had an income in 1928 of
£2,200,000. Unfortunately, the expenses
were £58,000 in excess of that amount, and
that is without any provision having been
made for depreciation. It is stated that the
Company spent a million sterling on " per-
formers and 'lecturers." As Americans like
lectures of all kinds-except from John
Bull-one supposes that the listening public
got the best of the year's luck.

" Foundations of Wireless."
PLANS for the celebration in 1931 of the

centenary of Faraday and Clerk
Maxwell are already being discussed.

The work of these men meant a great deal
to wireless, for Faraday was the pioneer of
electro-magnetic induction and the " spark,"
and Maxwell interpreted Faraday's ideas,
gave them mathematical form, and evolved
his famous electro-magnetic theory of light..
The apparatus with which Faraday made
the first " electric spark " is ter be seen at
the Royal Institution. . ARIEL.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH OSCAR M. SHERIDAN.

SO long as the present-day wireless
programme remains of the obvious
character it generally is, broadcasting

will not become the perfect entertainment,"
said Sir Nigel. " You will find that the
popularity of many an item broadcast is due
to the fact that it is something unexpected.
Everything about .a wireless programme
should be unexpected ; the result would be,
then, that the listener would pass through
a gamut of emotions, from curiosity to
surprise, and I think you will agree with me,
surprises in this form generally lead to
pleasure.

Programme Secrecy.
" The lengthy and explanatory announce-

ments that precede a wireless entertain-
ment, either in the Press or over the micro-
phone, to my mind, give less point to what
one is about to hear. There should be more
secrecy about wireless programmes. It is
rather like explaining a riddle, before the
actual question is asked.

" But that does not mean that I know
anything about wireless," he said to me.
" I am, in fact, rather shy of answering
questiOns on something I know so little
about. Anyway, I will have a shot at telling
you what you want to know. . . . Naturally
I am interested in that ever -absorbing
question of the radio play. The choice of
radio plays has always been a difficult thing,
and, as far as I can see, it is likely to remain
so until a' very definite policy is decided
upon."

New Technique Needed.
Then Sir Nigel gave me his opinions of

the dramatic side of wireless. His great
experience as a producer of plays will, no
doubt, be of value to Mr. Val Gielgud, the
new Director of Productions at Savoy Hill.
Mr. Gielgud is a young man ; he has written
some plays and some books, and his experi-
ence of wireless matters will be put to
great test in the coming months. His is a
responsible position, now, and how capable
he is of holding it will have to be judged, not
by what he's done, but by what he can, and
will, do.

" The radio play," added Sir Nigel, " as a
radio play is unexistent. It has to be manu-
factured specially for its purpose, otherwise
it falls short of what is desired of it. Ninety
per cent of the plays, one act or full-length,

that are produced for the legitimate theatre
or music -halls, are worthless in a studio. A
play that can only be heard and not seen,
differs very greatly from one that is not
deprived of its chief advantages.

If I had anything to do with the broad-
casting of plays I should see that they were
all written specially for the microphone.
There are special occasions, of course, where
plays that have been produced in public are
suitable for broadcasting. I do not think,
though, that these are the best.

" To my mind, one of the best plays ever
broadcast (and I do not say this because I
had the pleasure of producing it) was
" Danger," by Mr. Richard Hughes.

Sir Nigel Playfair-a recent portrait.

" Here was something that was written
for wireless only ; the scene was in a coal
mine, and was meant to be heard and not
seen. If this play had been produced in a
legitimate theatre the stage would have been
in total darkness ; the players and the action,
would remain unseen. It was, therefore
ideal for broadcasting, and probably not so
good for use in a theatre. In fact, I think
it gained by -being broadcast, as a sense of

distance for such a setting was an induce-
ment to the right atmosphere."

Sir Nigel Playfair does not believe in the
outside broadcasts which, in the past, have
lent themselves to much criticism. Several
of his plays at the Lyric Theatre, Hammer-
smith, have been relayed to wireless audi-
ences, and he feels that a broadcast from a
theatre loses a lot. The two plays I remem-
ber hearing-" Lionel and Clarissa " and
" Riverside Nights "-certainly did not
seem the same, even from only a dialogue
and musical point of view, as when I saw
them at his theatre.

"An Admirable Thing."
" I agree with you," said Sir Nigel, in

reply to my expressed opinion. " I think,
though, that if the company and effects
had been transported to the studio, there
would have been a great improvement in
the broadcast.

" I am in favour of the suggestion that
famous authors should write specially for
the B.B.C. Mr. Compton Mackenzie is not
only having ' Carnival ' broadcast, but he
is also playing in it. To me that seems an
admirable thing.

" Musical shows do not suffer the same
disadvantage, as they generally contain
several popular tunes which are already
known to the listening public, and the
dialogue is of an obviously funny nature.

Sir Nigel Smiles I
" As I said before, it is no easy matter

to find good wireless plays ; I suppose it is
almost impossible. That is why, in my
opinion, they should be always- written
specially for the B.B.C. Too many drama-
tists keep the visible stage in mind when
they are writing for the wireless and that,
of course, is catastrophic."

Sir Nigel then went on to say that he
thought, despite all the criticism to the
contrary, that the B.B.C. are maintaining
the standards of their programmes.

Sir Nigel does not like the mechanical
reproduction of music on the wireless or
the gramophone. In his opinion broadcast-
ing has not, and will never, become a sub-
stitute for the theatre. That it serves its
purpose this well-known actor - manager
agrees, but the idea that it will overrule
everything else, leaves him (es I left him)
smiling good humouredly.
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MORE ABOUT THE "TITAN " SETS.
So great is the interest in the " Titan " sets that the designer of the " Titan "
coil-upon which they all depend-here takes the opportunity of covering some

of the interesting questions raised by readers.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

4
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VARIOUS interesting points have arisen
in connection with the " Titan "
series of sets and units, and we think

it will be helpful to deal with some of these
in the notes which follow. First of all,
however, we must clear off certain details
concerning the H.F. unit for which space
could not be found last week. These are
mainly a matter of operating instructions,
which follow.

Selectivity is controlled on the ordinary
wave -band by the tappings on the primary
winding, and you will find No. 8 or No. 12
will suit most purposes, with 5 for extra
high selectivity and 16 for small aerials.

Try them all, however, and see which
suits your aerial best. Remember that the
higher the tap the better the strength as a
rule, but the lower it is the better the
selectivity.

Variations of Selectivity.
On long waves the selectivity control is

the flex lead from the E terminal on the coil
unit, which will he connected to the " 25 "
or " 60" terminals on the loading coil.
The same rules as to the position of the
tapping apply here also.

Now as to the connections of the unit.
Battery leads and the aerial plug we have
already dealt with, but there remains the
question of the " output " lead. This; by
the way, should be kept short and well away
from all others, particularly the aerial.

Normally you should take it across to the
_old aerial terminal on your set. This
arrangement gives good selectivity and
as much amplification as you generally
need- A little more amplification can be got
(at a sacrifice in selectivity, however) by
taking the lead direct to the " upper
(i.e. grid) side of the tuned -grid circuit in
your set, and this is worth trying.

To get the best results try varying what
used to be the aerial coupling in the set
itself. You will generally find that it pays
to make this rather tighter than when it
was actually aerial coupling. The magni-
fication goes up and selectivity will usually
still be good.

Next there is the question of reaction.
There are two ways of getting this, and it
depends on other factors which should be
used. If you connect up the unit in front
of your set and want to have the one -dial
tuning feature of the original " Titan "
circuit you will use the small condenser on
the H.F. unit panel.

For One -Dial Tuning.
To get this one -dial tuning scheme this is

what you must do : Take the output lead
from the unit direct to the. side of the grid
condenser in your set which is remote from
the grid.

Remove all other leads from this terminal
of the grid condenser and see that your grid
leak is connected straight from grid  to
filament positive.

That ,is all, and you then have to tune
only ort the dial on $.Ne unit, the ordinary

tuning circuit being cut out, likewise the
reaction circuit on the set. This makes the
outfit delightfully easy to handle and the
selectivity will be much better than you
would think possible with only one tuned
circuit.

If you are prepared to handle two dials
you can, of course, get better selectivity
still, and in this case you should connect
the output lead to the aerial terminal on
your set as previously mentioned. You
should then tune on both dials (set and unit)
and use the ordinary reaction control on the
set.

In this case it is best to disconnect the
small reaction condenser in the unit by just
undoing one of the leads and leaving it free

(keep it handy,
though, for possible
future needs), al-
though at a pinch
you can just leave
this condenser set to
mbrimum.

go down to any desired amount, but this
alone is not quite enough.

Merely detuning is liable to bring in some
other station, so in addition one must take
steps to reduce the sensitivity of the set
as much as possible to prevent it from
happening.

It will usually be sufficient to put the
aerial clip on the lowest tapping (5) on the
primary winding of the coil unit and set
the reaction condenser at minimum, but
on very good aerials the sensitivity may still
be high enough to bring in foreigners
faintly. In such cases the aerial series con-
denser should be brought in, and will usually
do the trick quite easily, even with the aerial
clip a little higher up.

Another scheme for cutting down the
sensitivity of the set is to reduce the H.T. on
the H.F. valve. As the voltage on H.T. --I- 3
comes down you will find the volume falls
off rapidly, and this alone may give a suffi-
cient control if the local station is not too
near. In other cases this method may be
used as a supplement to one of the others.
One or -other of these schemes will be
sure to suit your own particular require-
ments, and it is a very simple business
really.

Position For G.B. Battery.
Another point which a few correspondents

have raised is the placing of the grid -bias
battery in this set. It should be explained
that in order to secure the compactness

which so many people
desire no space was

Among the advantages of the " Titan " coil unit are its compactness, ease or
mounting, and simplicity of wiring.

Next there is the question of volume
control with the " Titan " Three on the
local station. Of course, the easy and
obvious way of solving the problem would
be to connect the usual type of high -resist-
ance potentiometer across the L.F. trans-
former secondary, but we did not do this
in the original set for two reasons.

First of all, we wished to keep down the
cost of the receiver as much as possible; and
secondly, there are a number of simpler and
easier ways of achieving the desired end with
this set. For example, if one detunes by
burning the dial the volume of the local will

left for this on the base-
board, but instead it
was intended that this
little unit should be
attached to the back of
the cabinet near the
right - hand end. For
this purpose special
clips can he obtained
from most dealers. In
the case of some types
of batteries, too, you
will find they are pro-
vided with a special
cardboard flap for fix-
ing in this way.

We shall be dealing
also in a later issue
with such matters as
the use of a pentode
valve, gramoph one
pick-up, and so on.

These points will
apply to the " Titan "
Three, so it may be
helpful to go into the
matter of a pentode
valve in the " Titan"
Two here. Well, there
is really very little to be
explained, because in a

medium-sized set like this it is such a
simple matter. All that you do is to put
the pentode in the second socket of the
set, adjust the grid bias to the figure given
by the makers for the amount of H.T. you
are using, take a lead from the terminal on
the valve base out to the H.T. ± 2 terminal
on the set, and finally take certain steps
about what is called the output circuit.

This last is just a matter of providing a
suitable output transformer, and there are
several of these on the market specially
designed for this valve which are suitable
(snore about this point later).
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AN output -filter unit is one of the
handiest devices that the " quality
enthusiast " can build. Modern

super -power valves take a fairly heavy
anode current, and in circuits which utilise
such valves a filter unit is extremely
beneficial.

A filter has several advantages. In an
ordinary straightforward circuit the loud-
speaker is joined directly in series with
the last valve. This means that the whole
of the anode current to this valve flows
through the speaker windings.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
1 Insulating panel, size 7 in. x 6 in. x

Ba in. or I in. (" Kay -Ray," Resiston,
. new], Trolite, etc.).
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 in.

deep (Cameo, Bond, Lock, Pickett, g
17_ Artcraft, Caxton, Raymond, etc.).
E 1 Heavy-duty L.F. choke (see text)

(R.I.-Varley, Ferranti, Burne-Jones,
British General, Pye, etc.).

=E 2 2 -mid. condensers (Dubilier, Lissen,
T.C.C., Mullard, Ferranti, Hydra, etc.).

1 Stud -switch, 3 point (set of parts
for panel mounting : Bowyer -Lowe).

E 9 Terminals (Belling & Lee, Burton,
Eelex, Igranic, etc.).

Screws, bare wire and Systoflex, or
a* Glazite, etc.

Since it is the usual procedure these days
to use a super -power valve in the last
socket if anything like full speaker volume
is required, the delicate windings are under
a pretty severe strain when One considers
that the current may be as great as 15
milliamperes of more.

In addition to this, the direct current
resistance, i.e. the ohmic resistance -of the
average loud -speaker winding, is between
1,Q00 and 2,000 ohms.

Some of the cones on the market have
a value as low as 750 ohms, but these are
usually slightly less sensitive than the
higher resistance types.

Unavoidable Resistance.
Now this resistance (the D.C. resistance)

cannot be avoided, because it is essential
that the windings should have a very large
number of turns in order to get the required
magnetic field, and thick wire cannot be
employed owing to limitations of space.

We have already said that when the
speaker is joined directly in the anode
circuit of the last valve, the whole of the
anode current to this valve " is flowing
through the windings.

With this most useful unit yon can
safeguard your loud speaker and
facilitate the running of extension
leads, and compare one loud
speaker with another or switch in

telephone receivers.
Designed and Described by the
" P.W." RESEARCH DEPART-

MENT.

By Ohm's Law there will be a voltage
drop or loss across the windings owing to
their resistance. If the resistance of the
speaker is, say, 2,000 ohms, and the anode
current is 20 milliamps, this loss in voltage
will be 40 volts.

This means that the H.T. voltage
actually applied to the plate of the last
valve will be 40 volts less than the H.T.
voltage at the terminals of the set. Hence

.it will -he seen that it pays to keep this
D.C. resistance as low as possible.

Suitable Chokes.
Since this cannot be done while the

speaker windings are in circuit, the alter-
native is to insert a choke of low resist-
ance, and high inductance, supplying the
speaker with the pulsating currents due

to the speech and music, via a condenser.
This is what a choke -filter output unit
actually does. The choke must be one of
very high quality, otherwise when a heavy
current is passed through it the inductance
will drop and signal strength will fall. Also
the bass reproduction will suffer. A good
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choke should have a heavy iron core and
a low D.C. resistance of about 300 ohms.

Then there is another advantage which
a filter -output unit gives us.

It isolates the loud speaker from any high
voltages which may be applied in cases
where mains units are used, and thus a

certain element of
danger is removed. Of
course, one can still
obtain shocks from the
speaker terminals,
because there are the
pulsating speech cur-
rents to be considered,
but the chief point is
that the instrument is
isolated from the
mains

The unit is designed so that you can safely employ it with a mains receiver
or a set using a mains unit for its H.T. supply.

Motor -boating.

A further advantage
concerns "motor -boat-
ing." It is now quite
well known that if a
battery develops a high
internal resistance, and
also with certain types
of mains units, L.F.
troubles are likely to
occur.

The more efficient
the set, the greater is
the possibility of
" motor -boating."

(Continued on next page.)
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If we, isolate the speaker from the
anode circuit by inserting a choke, taking
the L.S. terminals to one side of the choke
and L.S.-, we reduce the tendency for the
set to give trouble through any external
effects in the H.T. circuit.

This is partly because we have separated
the steady anode current from the speech
and music pulsations.

Thus the unit is also an " anti-mobo "
device in itself, and it is well worth using
it for this purpose alone, apart from any
other advantages it may possess.

Suppose we now turn our attention to
the actual- unit under description.

If you look at the theoretical circuit you
will see that the device consists of a choke,
two condensers, and a stud switch.

The Switching.
The H.T. supply passes through the

choke winding to the anode of the last
valve and the loud speaker is completely
isolated by the two 2-mfd. condensers-one
in each lead.

There are three sets of L.S. terminals.
This is a refinement which is particularly
beneficial when it is desired to compare
different " speakers," or to switch over from
-beaker to 'phones.

The loud speakers or 'phones are connec-

ted up to the terminals
L.S.1, L.S.2, etc., and
the stud switch is simply
rotated to bring the
required instrument into
circuit.

Alternatively, one can
connect a speaker to
one .pair of terminals, a
pair of 'phones to the
second, and a Fulto-
graph to the third, and
thus change over from
speaker to 'phones for
long-range work, or to
the Fultograph for the
purposes of picture
reception.

The construction of
the unit is very simple.
First drill the panel to
the dimensions given,
and place the stud -
switch and terminals in
position. You will _get
a template with the
switch, hence this part
of the work will present
no difficulties.

It is as well to men-
tion at this point that
if the contact studs. are
placed fairly.close
together, the arm will
make contact with two at
once when it is desired, and one may Oils
place two loud speakers in parallel for ex-
perimental purposes.

This is a good point, and very useful in
practice.

The introduction of a " heavy-duty " choke makes the unit capable
of handling the output from a power or even super -power valve if

necessary. _

Connecting Up.
The baseboard arrange-

ment is too well shown in the
diagram to need any explana-
tion.

The wiring can be carried
out with 16 -gauge tinned
copper -wire and Systoflex
tubing, or with Glazite. It is
better to use insulated wire,
since this reduces the chances
of damage 'if the leads, are
accidentally brought into
contact.

The unit is joined up to the
set as follows : and
L.S. - are connected to the
equivalent terminals on the
set, L.S. + being, the terminal
which is. joined to H.T.
L.T. - on, the unit goes to
L.T. - on the set.

The loud speaker is con
nectedto any of the pairs of
terminals, L.S.1, L.S.2, and
L.S.3, and the stud -switch is
placed in the position which
controls the pair of terminals
chosen.

If you are using the mains
with more than 200 volts H.T.
on the last. valve, Cr and C,
should be high -Voltage con-
densers, but for ordinary H.T.
values in the neighbourhood
of 120 colts the standard
type Mansbridge condensers
are quite O.K.

By the way, going back to
the question of D.C. resistance
and voltage drop mentioned
at the beginning of the article-

It should be clearly understood that
the loud -speaker magnet windings do not
consist of wire specially chosen because of
its high resistance for a given length. The
resistance is unavoidable, but it serves no
useful purpose. Copper is the best con-
ductor of electricity, if we consider matters
purely from the practical or commercial
standpoint, and is, therefore, utilised for
such purposes as transformers, telephones.
and loud speakers, etc. It is employed
because of its low resistance. It is space
principally which decides the gauge of
wire one can employ, since it is essential
to wind on the maximum number of turns.
Space being more or less the deciding
factor, one has naturally to use a thin wire,
otherwise the required number of turns
could riot be wound on.

The thinner the wire the greater the re-
sistance for a given length, hence the
relatively high resistance of_ the average
sensitive speaker.

Low Resistance.
Now, if we use a choke in place of the

speaker windings, it is possible to reduce
the D.C. resistance, because there is ample
space available for a winding consisting of
a very large number of turns of thick wire.
Thus, not only are we enabled to obtain
A low resistance, but we also get greater
mechanical strength. This is an important
point when it is remembered that the
turns themselves tend to move under the
influence of the speech and music impulses.

This movement produces a rubbing
together between the turns, and sometimes
breakages occur. With thin wire the risk
is much greater than with thick wire,
hence a filter choke is not so liable to break
down under stress.

Speaker windings, on the other hand,
do sometimes give way in spite of the bare
taken by the makers. Of course, this
would only occur if the volume the speaker

_ {Continued on next page.)
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was handling happened to be big, but it is
in these cases that super -power valves are
used, and this is where a filter choke is so
useful.

When you are purchasing your choke
you want, to get the largest and heaviest
one you can afford. Weight is a very good
indication of quality, provided it is; not
duo to an excessively heavy case. The
more iron in the core the better. Also, a
large heavy core usually means more space
for the winding, and in consequence a
higher inductance and thicker wire.

Complete Isolation.
The reader may ask why two Mansbridge

type condensers have been used in this
filter unit when in many other instances
only one is employed. Well, the reason is
to ensure complete isolation of the loud
speaker for mains -operated receivers.

You know that if you use an eliminator
yon often have to insert a condenser in
series with the earth lead of the set, as a
precautionary measure when you do not
know which side of the mains supply is
earthed.

If you did not do this there would be a
danger of " blowing " the mains fuses and
possibly causing damage.

Now, the insertion of this series condenser
in the earth lead places the set and loud
speaker above earth potential.

If the speaker is not completely isolated
by two condensers just think what happens
if you place your hand on the loud -speaker
casing or terrninals. Your- body niay be
earthed, since you may be standing in a
spot where your feet are making moderately
good contact with a metal object or
with some portion of the floor which is at
a lower potential than the set. -

If so, you are very liable to receive a
nasty and perhaps dangerous shock:

A Single Condenser.
Your only safeguard would be to stand

upon a platform insulated from earth and to
refrain from' touching any earthed object.

- By inserting a condenser in each, loud-
, speaker lead, however, the instrument is
completely isolated from everything except

:the pulsating speech or music currents.
The only case where it is reasonably

safe to employ a single Mansbridge con-
denser is where dry batteries or accumu-
lators are used for the R.T. supply.

Readers will, therefore, appreciate that
the extra cost of the second condenser. is
justified. and .very"necessary if the filter is
to be employed in conjunction with a high
voltage mains unit.

It is interesting to note that filter output
devices are exceedingly valuable when it is
desired to rrin loud -speaker extension leads
to some other room in the house.

With long leads and no output device it
is probable that in most cases the set will
go into L.F. oscillation, and howl or distort.
With a good filter unit, however, this ten-
dency is greatly reduced, provided the set
is reasonably stable in the first place.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

THE BOAT -RACE

BROADCAST.

SIR HENRY WOOD AT BIR-
MINGHAM - SCOTTISH CUP
SEMI-FINAL-HULL ON THE
AIR-NEW DRAMA AT

GLASGOW.

* -4, -4.- -- ..... *

Grand National arid Boat -Race Broadcasts.

T almost goes without saying that
1 listeners will always expect the B.B.(

to broadcast running commentaries
on the Grand National and the Boat Race.
There would inevitably be a big fuss were
any attempt 'made to stop these vivid
descriptions of these great -sporting events
which we have, in the few years since
they began, grown accustomed to looking
forward to as some of the finest items in
the wireless programmes.

This year the Grand National will be
run on March 22nd, and the Boat Race
on the following day. Mr. R. C. Lyle,
Sporting Editor of " The Times," will
describe the race at Aintree, and with
him will be Mr. W. Hovviss, also a well-
known sporting " journalist, who assisted
Mr. Geoffrey Gilbey in the broadcast of the
race last year.

The commentary on the Boat Race will
be carried out in the usual way-that is,
from a launch following the crews-com-
munication with Savoy Hill being effected
by wireless link with a spot on the bank,
from where a land -line will be in touch
with the London control -room.

Unfortunately, the state of the tide
necessitates the race taking place at the
time when many people will be unable
to listen-namely, approximately at mid-
day-but this is not quite so inconvenient
as last year, when it was rowed much
earlier in the day. The names of the
commentators have not yet been decided,
but it is probable that those who acted a
year ago will again undertake the arduous
half-hour's work.

Sir Henry Wood at Birmingham.
Sir Henry Wood pays. his third visit

to the Birmingham studios on Saturday,
March 23rd, to conduct the weekly Syrn-
phony Concert. for 5 G B 'listeners. 'The
programme willincluciewbrkS by Beethoven,
Gopak, and Herbert Howells. Brahms'
" Pianoforte Concerto No. 2 in B Flat "
will be played by Johanne Stdekmarr.

A Nottingham Appeal.
Several instances have been given of

wonderful responses to charity appeals,
and mention should be made of one recently
from 5 G B by the Lord Mayor of Notting-
ham on behalf of the General Hospital
in that city. The amount raised was £200,
not a large sum compared with the £25,000
raised by Lord Knutsford for the London
Hospital, yet it included donations from
people living On the Ligurian Alps, a
trawler on the North Sea, Barcelona, and up-
country on the banks of the Nile.

Halle Pension Fund Concert.
London and 5 X X listeners; as well as

those living in the musical North,"
are to hear this year's Pension Fund
Concert of the Hall6 Orchestra which is
fixed for Thursday, March 21st. The fund,
which has been in existence for twenty-six
years, has for its object the provision of
pensions for members of the orchestra on
attaining their sixtieth birthday. The
orchestra and artistes naturally give their
services for the concert, and this year
soloists include Clyde Twelvetrees, Charles
Collier, Alfred Barker, William Gezink,
Edward Stansfield, and Alfred Scott, Sir
Hamilton Harty will conduct.

AN AEROPLANE'S AERIAL.

The new Imperial Airways liners are fitted with
permanent aerials, affixed to the wings, and not
of the type shown above, which has to be " wound- .

in " when nearing the ground.

Scottish Cup Semi -Final.
One -of the semi-final ties in the Scottish

Football Cup will be the subject of a
running commentary for Glasgow listenerS
on Saturday afternoon, March 23rd. The
commentator is Mr. Masson Roberts.

Lady Bailey at Bournemouth.
Lady Bailey, the well-known airwoma

who has recently become Vice -President
of the Hampshire Aeroplane Club, is to
broadcast a talk from the Bournemouth
studio on Tuesday, March 19th, in which
she will describe some of her air journeys
in different parts of the world. Lady
Bailey has already, given a talk in the
London studio, but this was missed by
many South Coast listeners, as Sir Oliver
Lodge was speaking from Bournemouth at
the time.

Hull on the Air. .

Speeches at a banquet in the Guildhall,
Hull, , on Monday, March 18th, to mark
the progress of that seaport in world trade
development, are to be broadcast from
stations in the 'Manchester grouping. The
speakers include the High Commissioner
for New Zealand (the Hon. Sir Christopher
J. Parr), the Lord Mayeir of Hull (Councillor
B. Pearlman), and the President of the Hull
Chamber of Commerce. (Major A. .J.
Atkinson).

New Drama at Glasgow.
A play by a new dramatist, Mr. T. AL

Watson, entitled " Diplomacy and the
Draughtsman," will be performed ' in the
Glasgow Studio during a Scottish programme
on Tuesday evening, March 19th, by the
Scottish Labour College Players. .who will
be making their first appearance before the
microphone. These players, who are an
enthusiastic bOdy of amateurs, only took
up dramatic work less than a year ago.

TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

H.F. LEAKAGE
1-e-

THE PRACTICAL RESULT-DANGER OF DAMP WALLS, ETC., ETC.

-4*   *
H.F. Leakage.

ONE of the commonest causes of poor
reception, particularly from the point
of view of volume, is the leakage of

the high -frequency currents between the
aerial and the set, and although amateurs
are continually advised to take special care
with the lead-in of the H.F. current, it is
surprising how often apparently minor
faults are overlooked, all of which, of course,
have their ultimate effect upon the strength
of the reception under given conditions.

The Practical Result.
Many beginriers imagine that it is quite

sufficient to have a piece of ordinary insu-
lated wire, run along the wall, carrying in
the H.F. currents. As a matter of fact, this
idea is really quite in error. Although a wire
may be perfectly well insulated for ordinary
low-tension direct -current, or even for low -
frequency currents; the insulation may be
quite inadequate where the H.F. currents
from tho aerial are concerned.

Perhaps I ought to express it in a slightly
different way and say that the conserving of

the H.F. energy is not a matter merely of
insulation, but also of the proximity of the
conductor to other earthed conductors,''
such, for example, as a damp wall or a metal'
Pipe. -

The practical result of these observations
is that the lead-in wire-whatever form it
may take-should not only be very well
insulated at the points at which it has to be
supported, but also should be kept as far
away as is reasonably possible from other,
conducting or even slightly conducting'
objects which may cause a leakage of the
energy to earth.

Danger of Damp Walls.
I have already mentioned the question of

a damp wall. In the ordinary way you
would say that a brick wall, even though
slightly damp, was scarcely an electrical"
conductor. If, however, you have a wire,
tacked along such a wall-especially if the .

wire is not heavily insulated with rubber*
then the wall may prove quite a serious,
cause of leakage of the H.F. currents in the'

(Continued from page 1357.)
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AMATEURS or NY.

BEING in New York for Christmas, and
having nothing to do one afternoon
just preceding that festival, I decided

to look up one of the friends I bad made
during the two years I was in Labrador
installing short-wave radio stations for the
Grenfell Mission there. I accordingly
visited Mr. Runyon, of Yonkers, New York,
the owner of Radio W 2 A G, with whom
in Labrador I had had many interesting
" contacts," especially at the time of the
transatlantic flight of the German 'plane
" Bremen." W 2 A G had handled most of
the bulletins we sent, whilst the intrepid
aviators were marooned on Greenley Island
off the frozen Labrador coast, which bulle-
tins were immediately published in the
" New York Times."

A Marvellous Receiver.
We had lots to talk about, and after

lunch we naturally gravitated to the Radio
Room, where we tried to get, into 'touch
with NE 8A E and NE 8 W G, two of
the stations I installed in the heart of
Labrador. Mr. Runyon has a fine short-
wave outfit, crystal -controlled transmitter
working on -all the amateur bands, whilst
his receiver, was a marvel to operate, even
though it embodied one stage of screened -
grid H.F. amplification.

So well designed and constructed was it
that the tuning dial of the screened -grid
stage could be swung through resonance,
without altering the beat -note frequency
more than a few cycles. There was no ten-
dency towards instability whatever, whilst
the reaction was constant over the whole
range. How many of us could build a
receiver like that ? In addition his trans-
mitter was remote controlled, and it was
possible to use break-in, so that it was
certainly a pleasure to operate that station.

Major Armstrong at Work.
We failed, however, to establish contact

with Labrador, and were just conversing
when the telephone bell rang. It appeared
that Major E. H. Armstrong, the well-
known inventor of reaction, super -regenera-
tive, super -heterodyne and many reflex
circuits, was testing out a new transmitter,
and wanted Runyon to listen for it. We

Upon returning from Labrador,
where he had been installing short-
wave stations for the Grenfell
Mission, our contributor visits some
of the more prominent amateur
stations in New York, and during
his stay in that city meets Major
E. H. Armstrong, of reaction and
super -het. fame. In this article he
describes these visits for the benefit
of " P.W." readers.

By F. DEARLOVE.

did so, and found a wonderful crystal con-
trolled note, sending V's on 20 metres.

Various adjustments were made, and the
Major even heard his own transmitter back
through the 'phone. He then invited us over
to the Columbia 'University, and we natur-
ally accepted with alacrity. Arrived at that
famous seat of learning we made our way
to the basement, where Major Armstrong
was experimenting in the Research Labora-
tories. What a sight met our eyes !

There were rows of tables, in each of two
small rooms, full
of radio apparatus
of every descrip-
tion, whilst along
the walls were
high cupboards
with glass doors,
all full of appar-atus-some
modern, others
first models of
instruments in use
to -day. We passed
through these to a
much larger room
again surrounded
by cupboards full
of delicate meas-
uring instruments
and early models,
whilst down the
centre of the room
ran a wide table
on which was the
set the Major was
building.

Behind this table was the generator,
giving about 2 kilowatts at 2,500 volts.
At the end of this room was a huge alter-
nator, which I judged from its size must
be at least a. 100 -kilowatt machine. (This.
was covered and did not run whilst I was
present.) Before the table were two men,
one in street attire, the other working in his
shirt sleeves.

The former was Mr. James Grinan, with
whom I had worked from Labrador at his
station, N J 2 P Z, in Jamaica (and whom
we henceforth addressed as "Johnnie"),
whilst the latter was Major E. H. Armstrong
himserf.

Introductions being over we turned to
the beautiful piece of work on the table.
It appeared that Major Armstrong was con-
structing this set for Johnnie to take back
to Jamaica with him, and a wonderful thing
it was.

Crystal Controlled.
A 160 -metre crystal, through frequency

doublers and power amplifiers, controlled
a single 750 -watt screened -grid transmitting

(Continued on nert page.)

Mr. Nathan Pomeran (2 A P Di is one of the moat enthwiastic anyaeurs in the New
York district.
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valve, feeding a full wave voltage fed Hertz
antenna, known sometimes as a Zeppelin
antenna, from the fact that it was -first de-
signed to be dropped from dirigibles. Al-
though this valve was rated at 750 watts its
actual input was almost double that pOwer
without the faintest sign of trouble.

Replying to a question of mine as to the
voltage on the screen, the Major said:

" There are 500 volts on the screen and
2,500 on the plate. By varying the voltage
on the screen a particular voltage is found
where the screen draws no current, whilst a
deviation froth that voltage either up or
down will cause the, screen to draw a load.
The no-load adjustnient is correct."

Accurate Adjustments.
Showing us the advantages of eliminating

any chance feed -back; due to, stray capaci-
ties, by using perfect. screening together
with screened -grid valves, the iIajor pin:
posely misadjusted several of the dials iR
the circuit. Nothing beyond a lessening of
the output occlth'ecl, all valves ceasing to
take a load, and none showing any tendency
to heat up. It' s almost safe to say this
could not have been done with any other
transmit to in the world, as any wireless
amateur will agree. Just ask one to let you
twiddle the dials -whilst the full 2,500 volts
are applied and see the look of horror on his

. face ; but that if' what I did with that trans-
mitter after being invited to do so by the
Major.

Showing us how a " Zeppelin," or voltage -
,fed Hertz antenna' should be adjusted, but
very seldom is, Major Armstrong shorted

we should certainly have accomplished
something ! " Note the modeSty of that
reply. If he didn't know anything about it
certainly ho one else did.!

Major Armstrong and Johnnie Grinan
were, by the way, two of the men who built
and operated 1 B C G* during the trans-
atlantic tests in 1921. " There were 2
kilowatts in the aerial then," said Major
Armstrong with a twinkle in -his eye. Just
imagine it ; 2 kilowatts in the aerial !
He also stated that 1 B C G employed, for
ihe first time in history, the principle of
frequency doubling, utilising a master -
oscillator.

Some Early Models.
Before leaving, the Major showed us the

actual original models of both the super
heterodyne and super -regenerative receivers,
which he brought out from one of the cup-
boards in one of the smaller rooms. I was
very surprised to note that neither of theie
models was a bulky affair as one might
associate with first models, but compared
faVourably usith present-day receivers.

After dinner, we visited another of the
1 B C G boys, and many Were the stories
which were told of that time. l t apPeared
that generally about twenty people would be
crowded into this' room;.*hich held 'enough
apparatus to put "those"" kilowatts into
the aerial, all rery'keenentlinSiastS,Ihough
bound to get into each others Way, as the
Major went around with the long stick
he used for making the tuning adjust-
ments.

One story was of the time when the first
sets were coming on the market for wireleSs
receiving utilising the Major's invention,
the reaction coil. The Major and Johnnie
Grinan, with two or three others, were in
one of New York's large stores when an
enterprising salesman tried to sell Johnnie
a 2 -valve set employing the new reaction

coil.
" That's no use to me," said

Johnnie. " I wouldn't know
what to do with it."

" Now look here," said the
salesman, "I'll explain it to
you ; and there is,an absolute
layman "-pointingto Major
Armstrong"he doesn't
know the first thing about
radio. If he understands, you
ought to." He then proceeded
to tie himself into knots in his
efforts to explain the new
oscillating valve, and his
hearers were silently con-
vulsed with barely controlled
hilarity when the salesman
enquired of the Major:
" Now, sir, did you under-
stand that ? "

The Major, smiling faintly,
replied: "Well, I'm sorry,

but 1 hardly grasped the thread of your
remarks."

" Well," said the salesman pityingly,
" perhaps it is a little beyond you, but do
let me sell you one of these sets with this
book of full instructions, and I am sure you
will be able to work it."

After this! Johnnie conld keep silent no
longer, and laid " Oh, by the way, let me
introduce Major E. H. Armstrong. This
bombshell caused the salesman's eyes

Station 2 D It operated by T. W. Holland, carried out many important
tests with the MacMillan Arctic Expedition.

the antenna feeders, just on the aerial side
of the variable condensers, and absolutely
no difference was apparent on the two
meters, thereby indicating the circuit was
as perfect as it well could be. I asked the
Major a question as to why an aerial worked
at the second harmonic was inefficient, due
theoretically to a tendency to radiate at its
fundamental ?

He replied, aftef consideration : " Well,
I don't know so very much about it, but
there is absolutely no method known to
science of frequency,halving ; we can daible
the frequency but not halve it. If we could * 1 B C G was the station that made history in the

first transatlantic tests.

almost to pop from his head as he turned
and fled!

Unfortunately it was now getting a little
late, and as I had a train to catch I had to
leave these very cheerful friends, but not
before promising them another visit when

next chanced to be in New York.

W H P P is said to be the smallest amateur broad-
caster " on the air." Situated in the Bronx, New
York, it is owned by Herman Rubin, who is only

16 years of age.

TIPS AND
TECHNICALITIES.

If you are using a 6 -volt accumulater its
voltage should not be allowed to drop below
5.4.

* * *

A discharged accumulator should never be
allowed to stand aside, but it should be re-
charged as soon as possible.

It is sometimes advisable to change the grid -
bias battery every time the high tension is
changed, but in most eases it is possible to use
one grid -bias battery to every two high-tension
batteries.

If a grid battery is allowed to run down it
will often give rise to very bad quality of
reproduction.

* * *

The running down of a grid battery not only
means that reproduction will suffer, but also
that more current than is necessary will be
taken from the high-tension battery.

* * *

CRACKLING NOISES.
Almost any loose connection in a set will

give rise to crackling noises.

Never attempt to listen -in during a thunder-
storm.

* * *

When it is not in use the aerial should be
earthed by means of a switch outside the house.

* * *

Where a mains unit Is employed for the
high tension always switch it off and remove
the plug from the mains before interfering with
the internal wiring of the receiver.

* * *

Ether waves travel at the rate of 300,000,000
metres per second.

A wave -length of 300 metres is equivalent
to a frequency of 1,000,000 cycles per second.

The.* *

natural wave -length of an aerial is about
four times its overall length.
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CONGRATULATIONS RECEIVED from
CELEBRATED RADIO ENGINEER

Mr. Percy W. Harris, Editor of " The Wireless
Constructor," finds fascination in the jfkIlto4rapb

Above are reproductions of pictures
broadcast from Berlin and reeeired
by Mr. Harris on his gult4ravb.

Any set capable of moderate loud
speaker reproduction will work a
fultotirapb and receive the pictures
broadcast daily both from this Country
and the Continent.

COMPLETE KITS OF PARTS £ 16
Send for illustrated leaflet for details of complete kits and

picture receiver components.

WIRELESS PICTURES (1928) LTD.,
DORLAND HOUSE,

14,16, REGENT STREET, LONDON, S.W .1
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THE " TITAN " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Sir,-I have just completed the " Titan " Three
and feel that I mur,t congratulate the "P.W."
Technical Staff on producing such a fine set. The
results are simply wonderful and tuning is simplicity
itself.

Foreigneis roll in at loud -speaker strength without
a touch Of the reaction Condenser.

It is endoubtedly the cheapest and best screen -
grid receiver yet designed.

Wishing you furfher success,
Yours very sincerely,

CHARLES H. RAWLINS.
Lincoln.

SHOULD EXECUTIONS BE BROADCAST ?
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-You have published recently a corre-
spondent's reply to the article by Commander Ken -
worthy on the broadcasting of executions. Your
correspondent has evidently missed entirely the spirit
in which the original article was written. Com-
mander Renworthy, like millions more in this country,
loathes the idea of capital punishment, and the article
was a sincere effort to stir the people of this country
out of the apathy in which they allow anything so
horrible to take place.

Knowing that he is so horrified with the whole
business it is reasonable to assume that he would
be even more revolted if such a broadcast took place,
but so would millions more, and the immediate
result would be the abolition of hanging. The
remarks on Limehouse, hospitals, etc., are beside
the point and prove nothing. We maintain a police
force to prevent Limehouse brawls, no good result
could come from tnelr being broadcast. When a
person has to undergo an operation which he knows
is for his own benefit, he usually schools himself to
face it by avoiding all thought on the subject. No
doctor prepares a patient for operation by informing
him of all that would take place, he knows that the
immediate result would be to make the patient a
nervous wreck. Consequently, if operations were
broadcast, hundreds would probably die rather than
face an operation after hearing it. In divorces, the
case concerns usually three people, it is no one else's
business, and once again no good would result from
a broadcast

In executions it is different. The state murders a
man, every member of the state is responsible and
every member has a right to know what is being
done, and the responsibility he is asked to assume.
When every single person knows what goes on
public opinion will very soon show whether it prefers
butchery or civilisation. I will not pursue the
subject here as to why capital punishment should
be abolished, the arguments are well known and
unanswerable, whereas every article ever published
in favour of executions has been immediately proved
to be full of fallacious conjecture. The fact is well
known that not one argument can be raised. in
favour of executions which will hear examination.

Yours sincerely,
Rock Ferry. C. C. S.

A NASTY SNAG.
The Editor, PetpULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-This week -end I struck a very nasty
snag in my receiver and as it was ot a rather obscure
variety, my experiences may be of interest to you and
-perhaps-to your readers.

I am aware that your space is limited and, if a
condenser really does condense, I will endeavour to
act as much like a condenser as I know how.

Ordinary De .-2 L.F. set ; 1st L.F. transformer -
coupled ; 2nd .F. choke -capacity coupled ;

*-4-4-4-4-4-4.--4.--4-4-4-4.4------ 4.
CORRESPONDENCE.

a

THE "TITAN" THREE
SHOULD EXECUTIONS BE
BROADCAST ?-A NASTY SNAG
-"CHITOS " AND LONG
WAVES-RE "PROGRAMMES."

Letters from readers discussing interesting
and typical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences are always welcomed ; but it
must be clearly understood that the publication
of such does in no way indicate that we also-
elate ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

sir es-es----e---e-----eis-sisesees

ammeter in H.T. circuit ; current consumption
S milliamps. Perfectly stable, with splendid results.

Much to my surprise, on switching on recyntly
found the set was taking 20 milliamps instead of thy
usual 8.  On jnvestigation, I found the power vol
was, taking the excess current. Reproduction was
coming through as well as ordinarily, but `the nrlli-
ammeter was swinging badly in the region of go milli -
amps, showing that the power valve was overloading.
I immediately suspected the grid cirCuit, of the
power valve (long years of " P.W." teaching behind
me 0. So far, all seemed simple ; but I couldn't
find the fault.

I may mention I am using a 100,000 -ohm wire -
wound resistance as a grid leak to the power yalve,
with -14 grid volts. Well, firstly I tested the wander
plugs in the G.B. battery sockets-O.K. ; then I
tested the voltage of the 0.B. battery-O.K. ; then
I tested the wire -wound grid -leak resistance and
all connections In the grid circuit ; once more O.K.
In other words, although the milliammeter showed that
the grid circuit was at fault, every single component
and connection in that circuit was beyond reproach.
I was distinctly puzzled.

After a good deal of investigation, I found the
fault was as follows. The grid pin of the power valve
was not making a proper ,connection in its socket in
the valve holder. It was-to a certain extent-
making connection, otherwise the audio -frequency
pulsations through the coupling condenser could not
have reached the grid of the valve ; but the connection
was not good enough to pass the grid -bias voltage.
On spiaying'ont the pin with it penknife, the anode
current at once dr6pped to normal and everything
was again bright and happy. I did not test the valve
pins in my preliminary investigations because, when
a valve is passing current in both grid and plate
circuits, one naturally taken it for granted that the
valve pins are making connection. At least, I did.
That was my mistake.

I think this incident tends to show the very great
advantage accruing from the use of a milliammeter
in the H.T. circuit. The loss of current might have
continued for some days and ruined two new super-
power high-tension batteries, besides not doing the
power yalve any good.

With best wishes to yourself and to "P.W."
I remain, sir,

Yours sincerely,
EDWARD ALLNITIT.

Worthing.

" CHITOS " AND LONG WAVES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Those of your readers who have
experimented with the "Chitos " circuit, and have
found difficulty in adapting it to the long wave -band,
may like to know of a simple arrangement which I
have devised to overcome the difficulty. A fixed
coil bolder is shunted between aerial and earth,
and *hen it is desired to receive long -wave' stations
a 75 or 100 coil is plugged in. A glance at the diagram
will show that the "Chitos " idea disappears, and
in its place is found an ordinary parallel -tweed
grid coil with an aerial tapping ahont half -way.
The aerial tap gives a certain amount of selectivity,
of course, which is very useful on the long waves.

The " Chitos "
was a receiver de-
signed by one of

P. W 's" readers
some years ago.
The name given
to the circuit was
the result of a
mistake in the
reading of the
designer's name,
which was Childs.
The Chiltos "
has proved to be
one of the most
popular one-
valeers ever
designed.

Toeevert to the " Chitos " for the medium waves,
the loading toil -le 'simply withdramie. No switching
is. required, . and it _will also be appreciated that
if the operator is.eupplied with a 75 and a 100 coil
the loading coil is the one not actually being used
foi the " Chitos " circuit, whichever that may be.
In other words, a total, of 175 turns should suffice
for the long leaves.

Sutton, Surrey.
B. WALKER WATSON.

RE " PROGRAMMES."
The Editor POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I read with consternation in the other-
wise valuable article by Lt.-Com. J. M. Kenworthy,
M.P., the suggestion that plays should be kept out
of the programmes of the B.B.C. as much as possible.
I am convinced that this is not the opinion of the
majority of listeners, on the contrary, no items of the
B.B.C. programmes are more popular and more
keenly enjoyed than the sketches and plays which
are presented from time to time. If a referendum
were taken I feel sure that the general cons( nets of
opinion would be in favour of more plays rather
than more music, for after all variety is the spice
of life and there is a great sameness about the musical
programmes of the B.B.C. It is the plays that so
far have provided the thrills, and not the musical
Items, with very few exceptions. Nothing could have
been more delightful than the two sketches by
W. W. Jacobs: " The Grey Parrot " and " The
Monkey's Paw," and " BALK.," by Capek held us all
spellbound i Pray therefore, do not agitate for less
plays, but rather for more, please Com. Kenworthy

Yours faithfully,
(Mrs.) 51. CONSOLE

8.E.23.

HAVE three official additions to make to_
the list of new nationality prefixes
that was published in a recent issue ;

they are C A, Chili, L U, Argentina, and X,
China. Only about three delinquents now
remain to prevent the publication of a
complete list.

When Captain Campbell sets forth on his
actual attempt to lower the world's speed
record at Verneuk Pan, Cape Colony, short-
wave enthusiasts will have a good oppor-
tunity of being the first to tell the world
the result. Up till now communication
with Verneuk Pan has been by fifty miles
of shocking roads.

P C J on a Crystal.
A station working on about 40 metres,

with the call -sign Z S Z has, however, been
sanctioned and is being finished off at
present. Probably it will be found possible
to establish direct communication with the
United States, and it should certainly be
quite reliable with Europe.

I have had a very interesting letter in
connection with my remarks of late on the
Dutch telephony station from a Bath

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

reader who has been receiving this regularly
on a crystal.

His experience coincides with mine and
suggests that there is some connection
with this station and P C L, although I
have heard the female announcer give the
call sign as H G J. The same reader used
to receive P C J very well on his crystal set.
Why not try for 2 X A D, " H. R. K. " ?

A Yorkshire. reader asks which of the
many " Nauens " it is that works with
Sydney, 2 F C, at 7,30 a.m. or thereabouts.
" World Radio " gives two Nauen stations,
A G J on 56.7 metres and A G C on 17.2
metres. A G J, as a matter of fact, is now
D H E, and works with a badly spreading
I.C.W. note on about 41 metres. I think

the Nauen station with which Sydney works
is the old A G B, but what his present call -
sign is I cannot say.

G. C. A." passes on some interesting
notes, and incidentally was good enough
to mention the two new South American
prefixes that I have already given at the
beginning of these notes. He says that the
station signing F Q -P M is a Presbyterian
mission in the Cameroons, and also men-
tions that the Hobbs Expedition in Green-
land, N X-1 ,X L, is still in existence and
putting out good signals on occasions.

From Timbuetoo.
Incidentally, I have heard a station

coining through at terrific strength and
giving the call -sign F V -M 2, describing
himself as a motor -car crossing the Sahara,
near Timbuctoo. I took it as a leg-pull at
first, but have since ascertained that all is
in order and that the French Military
autlibritiei have something to do with it.

The operator of the French station
F 8 K F is in charge. At last, the amateur
transmitter's dream of getting into touch
with Timbuctoo is capable of being realised !
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SPECIFIED FOR
THE RADIANO TITAN

THE IGRANIC
INDIGRAPH DIAL
is specified for first-class sets be-
cause it is a first-class component
-handsome, accurate and reliable.
It gives velvet smooth movement,
free from backlash and is so
soundly made that it cannot get
out of order.
Special readings can be marked in
pencil on the dial and easily erased.
All metal parts are insulated, pre-
venting any possibility of shock
with H.T. voltages.

Reduction ratio 8 : 1.

6f-

IGRANIC WIRE -WOUND
SHIELDED RESISTOR
Specified because it is essential for
silent and satisfactory operation
in the Radiano Titan. It is accu-
rate in construction and constant
in value. A special feature is the
enclosing shield to prevent inter-
action.
Ask for No. 2234/12 (50,000 ohms)

4,-
RESISTOR HOLDER for the
above is a bakelite moulding
carrying two contact springs,
terminals and tags.

X/6

If your dealer canwt supply you, please write us to Dept. 11.113.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC C9 LTD
149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

Works : BEDFORD
Branches: Manchester, Birntinghain, Cardiff Leeds, Newcastle, Bristol, Glasgow.
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Get better tone
from your Set ..
use this wonderful new

Cossor
Transformer
It gives amazingly
pure reproduction of
all notes from the
lowest to the highest

Whatever type of Set you own you can improve its tone with
the Cossor Transformer. The Cossor Transformer can be fitted
to any Receiver in a few minutes. Its terminals are clearly
marked. It is compact. It is only 3" long, 3" wide (over termi-
nals) and 2" high-the illustration above is actual size. There
is now no need to use bulky iron -cored transformers. In the
Cossor Transformer the core is made of an entirely new alloy.
This alloy not only enables the core to be made small but gives
it enormous efficiency-much higher than that of the clumsy old-
fashioned type. Get a better tone from
your Receiver. Fit a Cossor Transfor-
mer -you can get one from your Dealer. Price21/-

Advt. A. C cossor, Ltd.. Highbury Grove Londe:. N.5

Cossor
Transformer

FREEDouble your Radio enjoyment-get
the Cossor Broadcasting Map. It

gives positions, wave -lengths and dial readings of
200 European stations. And it tells you how to
identify them too ! Write for it at once, enclose
2d. stamp to cover cost of postage, etc.

Send at once !
322
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SOME L.F. HINTS.
The great advantage of resistance -capacity

low -frequency coupling is that it tends to
amplify equally well at all frequencies.

* *

The disadvantage of the low -frequency
choke as a coupling unit is that its reactance
is too low at low frequencies compared with
its reactance at the higher frequencies.

* * *

One advantage of the use of a low -frequency
cho'ce for L.F. amplifying is that it has a com-
paratively low D.C. resistance and therefore is
easy on the high tension.

* * *

There are two advantages in low -frequency
transformer coupling, these being low D.C.
resistance and voltage step-up.

* * *

Distortion is often caused by the presence
of high -frequency voltages in the low -frequency
circuits.

* * *

A common method of preventing H.F. im-
pulses from upsetting the L.F. reproduction is
the use of a by-pass condenser.

A CONE -SPEAKER CHASSIS.
The following chassis was originally made

for the " Blue Spot " movement, but could
quite easily be adapted for other units.
It is very easy to make, and costs only a
few pence.

The materials required are :
1 piece 16 in. x 14 in. plywood.
1 16 in. x 8 in.
2 pieces 16 in. x 4 in. x 4 in. white wood, or

deal.
2 pieces 12 in. x 4 in. x 2 in. white wood, or

deal.
2 pieces 4 in. x 34 in. x 4 in. white wood, or

deal.
1 pair shelf brackets (4 in.).
Wood screws.

The baffle shown is 16 in. x 14 in., but it
may, of course, be necessary to modify all
measurements to suit the constructor's
choice of size.

CENTRE

Take the 16 in. x 14 in. ply
wood and draw diagonal lines to
find the exact centre (Fig. 1).
Using this, point as an axis, draw
(with a pair of compasses) a circle slightly
larger than the cone to be used, leaving
sufficient space for the suspension material.

Carefully fret out the circle and suspend
the cone, following the directions given in
previous numbers of POPULAR WIRELESS.
This completes the baffle.

Making the Supports.
Now turn to the smaller piece of plywood,

and fix to the baffie, using one of the 16 in.
lengths of wood to make a good joint
(Fig. 2). Should the constructor prefer to
use a heavier board, he can dispense with
the square section wood, but must, of course,
allow for the extra thickness when fixing the
wooden portions of the movement supports.

The next step is the construction of
these supports, which consist simply of the
brackets screwed to the' edges of the heavy
wood. The movement should now be bolted
to the ends of the free sides of the brackets.
It will probably be found necessary to cut
away a small piece of the metal to allow

the holes in the unit to register with those
in the brackets (Fig:

Finishing Touches.
You now have a small unit consisting

of two wooden blooks and brackets joined
by the movement and, taking care to keep
everytl1ng square, place this on the base-
board so that the reed enters the cone
without drag. A small piece of cardboard
can be used, should the height be insufficient,
or should the reverse be the case, the wood
blocks can be reduced.

When you are quite certain that you have
the correct position, mark the baseboard
and, after removing the movement, screw
the supports firmly down. Replace the

FOR
THE
SET
OLDER

movement and bolt the reed to the cone.
The speaker can now be tested.

The whole can be enclosed in a cabinet,
if desired, but should this not be done it is
advisable to support the baffle to prevent
the plywood
from warp-
ing. This is
best done by
first screw-
ing a length
of wood
flush with
the top of
the board,
and using
the remain-
ing lengths
as brackets
(Fig. 4).

The front
of the baffle can be fitted with ornamental
beading if desired.

SOME MORE USEFUL TIPS.
A grid -leak detector is much more sensitive

than the anode -bend type.
* * *

When anode -bend rectification is used it is
necessary' to choose the detector valve very
carefully.

* *

The best valves for anode -bend detection
are those of the high impedance types.

* * *

With resistance -capacity coupling the value
of the anode resistance should be high com-
pared with that of the valve itself.

* *

The value of the grid leak following an anode
resistance should be at least four times the
value of the preceding resistance.

*

The grid biasing required for low -frequency
amplifying valves is approximately equal to the
value of the high-tension voltage divided by
twice the magnification factor of the valve.

* * *

In America the low-tension battery is
termed the " A '9 battery.

* * *

The American name tor the high-tension
battery is the " B " battery.

* * *

The term " C " battery is used to denote the
grid -bias battery in America.
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Television
Developments

Some details of a sensational new claim reported from
Berlin, due to the Hungarian inventor, Denes von Mihaly.

By THE EDITOR.

AMATEURS *ere a good deal interested
last week by the announcement in
the Daily Press that Denes von

Mihaly, the Hungarian television experi-
menter, had made remarkable advances
in the perfection of television apparatus.
Mihaly, in fact, now claims that a moving
film can be sent out from broadcasting
stations and picked up by listeners possess-
ing the necessary apparatus which, however,
he states is simple and costs only a few
pounds.

According to the Berlin correspondent of
the " Daily Telegraph," a demonstration
was recently held, which he attended,
where experiments were made with two
receivers of different sizes. One receiver
gave a picture 3 in. x 41 in., and, according
to the inventor, would cost about £5. The
other receiver gave pictures 8 in. x 9 in.,
and the price in this case would be about
£20.

It is reported that the operation of the
receiver is quite the simplest thing in the
world ; that all one has to do is to turn a
knob until the picture focuses itself out
from the reddish glow from the neon lamp
shining on a ground -glass screen.

It appears that Mihaly's new apparatus
is a considerable improvement on that of
Karolus, which costs £50 to £75, and which
has been more than once described in
POPULAR WIRELESS, and in our con-
temporary " Modern Wireless." Judging
by all accounts, it is still uncertain whether
Mr. Mihaly's new television apparatus,
which he calls the " Telekino," will appeal
sufficiently to make it a practical com-
mercial utility proposition.

The Number of Elements.
One thing is certain, however, and that

is that the improvements are substantial.
The pictures transmitted "at the recent
experiment and demonstration were those
of comparatively simple subjects and
actions. One was the dignified movements
of an elephant ; another was a lady trying
on a hat, and third picture was of a man
drinking a glass of beer.

Mihaly's new improvements are due, it
is said, to his discovery by experiment
that it is not necessary for the telegraphic
transmission of pictures, as was hitherto
considered essential, to send 10,000 elements
per second. Mihaly now finds that 900
to 1,400 will suffice, suggestion " supplying
all the deficiences. It is admitted, how-
ever, that when it is desired to show more

than one person in a 'radio picture with the
Mihaly method, 1;400: elements have to
be considerably exceeded.

Further details regarding the -technical
merits 'of the invention, and as to its
practicability from the broadcasting point
of view, are not yet to hand, but we hope to
be able to supply our readers with more
satisfactory details very shortly.

13ritain's Place in Radio Race.
In a recent interview, a leading official

of the Radio Mantifacturers' Association
told a reporter that England has fallen
behind in the struggle to capture the world's
wireless markets.

According to the official of the Radio
Manufacturers' Association, it will he found
that the value of England's wireless exports
comes to about one million a year ; they
have certainly not gone back in these
figures, but they have not increased, despite
the fact that during the last three years
the price of apparatus has dropped greatly.

This shows that, although the value has
not gone up, the actual quantity of goods cf
a wireless nature sent abroad has increased.
The Germans have made very steady and
persistent efforts, and have certainly over-
hauled us in the matter of capturing a
good deal of the export trade.

The R.M.A. official puts this down to the
fact that, in his opinion, Germany is
recovering from the effects of the War much
more quickly than we are; and of course our
prices, as compared with the German ones,
are rather high. The explanation here, of
course, is that our goods are better.

But the final verdict that only three.years
ago, in the race for the world's markets,
England was a very good second in the
export of wireless goods, and that to -day
she has become a third-rate third is certainly
an exaggeration which is not borne out by
the facts of the ease. We are not moving
as fast as we should, and Germany looks
like passing us if we don't wake up, but the
position is by no means desperate.

Dr. Alexanderson, the American Television expert, with his new projector,
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READY RADIO "TITAN THREE " KITS
No set has met with such
stupendous success as
the " Popular Wireless"
"Titan Three." Its
great popularity is due
to the remarkable effi-
ciency of the designer's
method of employing
the screen -grid valve,
the small number of
parts required, the
genuine simplicity in
construction, and the
resultant low cost.
Write, wire, or 'phone
your orders. Inland
post free. Overseas
orders carefully packed
and insured, charges
forward.
See page 1358 for further
announcement with price
list of components for

Radiano-Titan
Three."

Tel. No.
-Hop 5555

APPROVED BY " POPULAR WIRELESS"
Complete, valves exceptedKit A £4.7.0

Kit BComplete with Detector, Screen M6.12.6Grid and Power Valves

Kit C Co mereitde,aNnvdit hpeDn;:ttoeacet ovr ,atere, en VT. 5 . 0
All kits include special connecting links which OBVIATE SOLDERING. Official bins

print and full instructions are also included.

LIST OF APPROVE.D PARTS
s. d.

x Baseboard .. 2 0
I G.E.C. transformer .. 17 6

McMichael H.R. choke ' 4 0
3 Lotus valve holders .. 3 9
x Drilled panel .. 6 0

Lotus *0005 variable condenser 5 9
I Lotus stow motion dial... 4 9
I Cyldon micro condenser and
knob 7 0

2 Ready Radio fuses .. 2 0
I L. I'. switch .. 1 0
a Wave -change switch 1 6

Ready Radio screen .. 2 6
x Ready Radio Titan coil unit 15 0
I Lissen fixed condenser; 0002

2 Lissen fixed condensers, 0003

s. d.
2 Dabilier Mansbridge conden-

sers, x nifd. 6 0
Lissen 2-meg. grid leak .. 1 0

a Grid leak holder .. 0 6
a Ready Radio mounted ter-

minal strip with II Belling -
Lee terminals 4 0

Wire, flex, screws, and wander
plugs .. .. 2 3
Screened grid valve, 22 .. 22 6
Detector valve .. Valves 6

a Power valve by 12 6
a Pentode valve Mallard 25 0

All components supplied from stock.
1 0 Cabinets supplied for this set :

Polished solid oak 6
0 Polished solid mahogany .. 21 6

Any Of above parts can be supplied separately if required.
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH

READY RADIO SUPPLY CO,

Our complete, cartoned
kits with all baseboard
components mounted
for the " Titan Three "
are approved by the
Editor of " Popular
Wireless," and are avail.
able as shown on left.
Blue print supplied.
READY RADIO Com-
ponents specified in

TITAN THREE."
" TITAN " COIL UNIT

15;-
" P.W." SCREEN 6

H.T. FUSE 1/
Every Radio need supplied.
Write for our 544 pp. illus-
trated catalogue, price I/ -

post free.
See page 1358 for further
announcement with price
list of components for

Radiano-Titan
Three."

Dept. P. 159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.I.
(Three minutes from London Bridge Station.)

'Grams
Ready Hap 5555

London -
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rT WO years ago I realised that there must
be thousands of keen wireless enthu-
siasts who read with avidity the numer-

ous articles on how to build your own wire-
less receivers, and yet do not tackle the
home construction of a set for fear that
they will make a mess of the soldered con-
nections. Actually the art of soldering a

only dispense with this method and confine
ourselves merely to terminals the task would
certainly be simplified !

Accordingly I set to work to devise a
scheme which would dispense entirely with
the necessity for soldered connections, while
at the same time simplifying other con-
structional work, and the result was the

E =
= LIST OF COMPONENTS.
= =
F-- 1 Cabinet, 16 in. x 8 in., with 9 in. Bowyer -Lowe, Climax, Burne-Jones,= FEbaseboard (Raymond, Cameo, Art- Dubilier, Wearite, Climax, Colvern,

--

= craft, Caxton, Bond, Pickett, Gilbert). etc.). =
a- 1 Panel, 16 in. x 8 in. (Ripault, Re- 1 Fixed condenser, -0003 mid., with
E siston, Becol, " Kay -Ray," Trolite, clips or separate holder for leak t:=

etc.). (Lissen, Igranie, T.C.C., Mullard, =
= 1 Titan coil (Wright & Weaire, Paroussi, Dubilier, Burne - Jones, Goltone,
= Burne-Jones, Ready Radio, Goltone, Clarke, etc.).
== Peto-Scott, etc.). 1 2-megohm grid leak (Lissen, Mullard, =

E
1 Variable condenser, -0005 mfd. (Lis- Pye, Igranie, Dubilier, etc.). -=

- flume-E sen, Lotus, J.B., Utility, Dubilier, 1 Fixed condenser, 0002 mfd.
Burton, Cyldon, Igranic, Formo, Jones, Mullard, T.C.C., Igranie, Lissen, g

= Ormond, Pye, Colvern, Raymond, Clarke, Goltone, Dubilier, etc.).= =
= 3 Valveetc.). holders (Lotus, Igranie, Pye,==
1.- 1 Variable condenser, -0001 mfd. (Cyl- W.B., Benjamin, Formo, Ashley, gi
== don, J.B., Burton, Ormond, Bowyer- Burton, Redfern, Bowyer -Lowe,
== Lowe, Igranic, Utility, Ormond, Wearite, Burne-Jones, etc.). =
= Lissen, etc.).=1 Low-frequeney transformer (Ferranti E.

= 1 Vernier dial (if condenser chosen does A.F. 3 in set. See below).
E= not incorporate a slow-motion dial). 1 Low -frequency transformer (R.I. =
= (Igranie, or other good make to suit General -Purpose in set. Any good =-==
= iIcondenser.) makes, e.g. Lissen, Igranie, Mullard,==
= 1 Three-point push-pull switch (Bulgin, Brown, Philips, Marconiphone, etc.,= Wearite, Ormond, Pioneer, etc.). in addition to those quoted. It is =- 1 On -and -off switch (Bulgin, Lotus, safest to use transformers of two= =
.S. Lissen, Benjamin, Igranie, Burne- different makes.) =
Fi--- Jones, etc.). 2 Panel brackets (Burne-Jones, Cameo, 51
== 2 2-mfd. fixed condensers (Dubilier, Ready Radio, Peto-Scott, Raymond, 7.z.

Lissen, Mullard, T.C.C., Hydra, Fer- etc.). E.
== rant', etc.). 1 Terminal strip, 13 in. long (or 14 in.
= 1 50,000 -ohm. wire -wound resistance to fit standard slot). =
= (Ferranti power type in set. One of the 11 Indicating terminals (Belling & Lee, 2== ordinary wire -wound anode resist- Burton, Eelex, Igranic, etc.).
....4 anew could also be used, e.g. Lissen, 1 1-megohm grid leak (Pye, Lissen= ,

==
= R.I.-Varley, Dubilier, Mullard, Ig-

Dubilier, Igranle, Mullard, etc.). Er:

= manic, etc.). =
E 1 High -frequency choke (Lissen, R.I.- 20 feet stranded flexible rubber -covered=== Varley, Igranie, Lewcos, Cosmos, wire for "Radiano " wiring. == . =

uuunuuuuuuumuHHHHHOM

wireless set can be
learned quite
quickly, but never-
theless, if we could

" Radiano " system. The scheme has been
copied extensively-in fact the success
which has attended the various valve makers'
designs has undoubtedly been largely due

to the fact that they
followed similar lines.

All solderless
schemes, however, are
not .necessarily simple
or easy. For example,
if it is necessary to
bare the ends of stiff
wire and bend them
into loops, shaping the

wire according to a template, we have
the two disadvantages that, firstly, the
wire must be. bent very exactly to shape,
otherwise it will either not reach or will
extend too far, and secondly, any tem-
plates given are accurate only for one
particular component. This is all very
well for the firms who want to sell par-
ticular components, but the responsible
wireless journals take the view that the
reader's choice should be as free as pos-
sible. Transfcrmers, for example, of equally

all1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111WL-

All radio enthusiasts will know of the
famous "Radiano " system which makes

= set wiring so simple. The "Radiano
Titan " has been designed by Mr. Harris
in accordance with his novel scheme

Fi and it incorporates a "Titan " Coil Unit.

good performance, vary considerably in
arrangement of their terminals, and in my
mind the ideal solderless scheme should
enable the builder of the set to choose his
own components within a fairly wide range
of good quality parts, or even to change
one make for another during his experiments
without a lot of re -wiring.

No Soldering At All
The " Radiano ' solderless system has

always used flexible rubber -covered wire,
giving the home constructor a latitude of
at least an inch or so in the length of any
one lead, thus saving him a good deal of
trouble otherwise necessary in bending
stiff leads to an exact shape. Secondly,
if, for example, one desires to change the
make of low -frequency transformer, vari-
able condenser, coil holder, etc., after the
set has been built, the flexibility of the leads
will enable the change to be made without
new leads being cut.

True, the use of flexible rubber -covered

/6
kr

4

Y879 PANEL. LAY01/7:
Here on the right you have the panel diagram of this latest " Titan," while on the left is a side view of the completed set, clearly showing the L.P. stages,
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,
11ADIANO"

TI TAN
ktko By PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.,

Editor of the Wireless Constructor."

wire has the disadvantage that the leads
are rather " floppy," but this disadvantage
is more apparent than real, for in the
" Radian designs the length and dis-
position of the leads has been carefully
worked out to avoid any possible electrical
inefficiency through this "floppiness."
There is, of course, no reason whatever why
the reader, if he so desired, should not
wire up this or any other " Radian "
design with stiff wire, but for the beginner

ll1111111111111111111111111111H1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

The "Radiano Titan" is a magnfffeent
loud -speaker set embodying the most -7

7.-7- attractive features of two vastly popular F.

= systems. Wave -changing by means of a--

= a simple panel switch, immense volume
with stability and purity, and simplicity -Ls

of construction are but a few of its ==

outstanding advantages.

:-,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F:

there is no question that the flexible rubber -
covered wire scheme is by far the simplest
of all the solderless schemes so far put out.

Loads a " Super -Power " Valve.
The great success which has attended the

"Titan" coil and the wide interest shown in
this ingeniously designed component led
the Editor of P.W." to suggest that I
should work out a three -valve Radiano "
design utilising this coil so as to make a
very powerful, selective and simply oper-
ated Det. and 2 L.F." Accordingly after
a number of tests and experiments I have
been able to produce the Radiano Titan "
illustrated in the present article, and can
recommend it to readers with confidence as
an extremely powerful set for the reception
.of the ilocal, the alternative station 5 X X,
and qute a number of others.

A

THEORET/CAL
CIRCV/T

It is not intended to compete with the
first " Titan " Three receiver published in
this series, which, it will be xemembered,
used a stage of high frequency, a detector,'
and one stage of low frequency. The dis-
tance -getting powers of the ILE. type of
receiver are remarkably good, and it will
get more distant stations than this Radiano

The "Radiano Titan " complete with valves. The
L.S. Plus, G.B. Minus Two, H.T. Plus, L.T. Plus, G.B.

At the same time it must not be thought'
that this receiver will not get a number of
stations-in this direction it is remarkably
good also, but it has not quite the distance -
penetrating powers of the original "Titan''
Three.

So far as the theoretical circuit is con
cerned, this can be seen below.. We'

terminals, reading from left to right, are : L.S. Minus,
Minus One, L.T. Minns, H.T. Minus, G.B. Plus, E. and A.

Titan," but on the other hand, the ". Radiano
Titan," using two powerful low -frequency
stages, both transformer coupled, will pro-
vide bigger volume from the local and alter-
native stations, loading up a super -power
valve to its limits with great ease whenever
required.

Terrific Volume.
Which of the two sets you will choose to

build depends, of
course, on your par-
ticular circumstances
and taste, but cer-
tainly for the man
who wants the
greatest possible
volume from three
valves for the local or
alternative station,
the" Radiano Titan"
should be his choice.

H.

Z.TSwircw

have in the aerial a fixed condenser of a
value of -0002 mfd-not often necessary,
in view of the excellent arrangement of
tappings on the coil to provide the varying
degrees of selectivity, but useful in extreme
cases where it is desired to push up the
selectivity still further.

It is also useful with bad and heavily

(Continued on Heil page.)

The reaction control is placed just above the tuning condenser, a novel arrangement which considerably facilitates the handling of the set.
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" RADIAN° " TITAN.
(Continued from previous page.)

THE

damped aerials such as those where the
lead-in has perforce to be taken for many
yards close to a wall before coming into
the house. In any case try the effect of
this condenser with your own aerial, and if
you find that it improves results leave it in
the circuit. In the " Radian " scheme of
connections it is a very simple matter to
take the aerial lead either to this condenser
or direct to the coil.

The coil itself is, of course, of the standard
"Titan" type. The detector is of the grid -
leak and condenser type followed by two
stages of transformer -coupled low frequency.
Reaction is provided by the windings of the
coil itself and is controlled by the .0001
variable condenser placed immediately
above the tuning condenser.

Condenser Values.
"Do not use a larger condenser than .0001

maximum, as this provides ample capacity
for either range, and in fact a .00005 would
be sufficient here. Between the plate of
the detector valve and the primary winding
of the first low -frequency transformer we
have a radio -frequency choke, and between

the high tension terminal of the transformer
and the high-tension terminal of the set we
have a series resistanc&, of the wire wound
variety, shunted on the transformer side
to earth by 4 mfd. condenser.

I would draw particular attention to this
value here, as 2 mfd. is the generally
adopted value. A series of experiments
recently undertaken in my laboratory,
with the object of finding the best method
of preventing and curing low -frequency
howls and motor -boating, proved to me
very conclusively that a large value of capa-
city here is very important and that 2 mfd.,
while very often satisfactory, is not by any
means so good as 4 mfd. The value of

(Continued on page 1352.)
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losE"TITAN"co,,
gbi For Best Results. "v4

A Super -efficient and High -Grade Unit
for " RADIAN° TITAN THREE " and

other " P.W." Circuits.
PRICE 1 5 ® EACH

EARLY DELIVERY

GOLTONE DUAL WAVE COIL
Increased Selectivity, Volume and Range.

The ,Ideal Coil for the Mullard " Master 3*" " Furzehill " Four, and other Circuits.
Dispenses with inconvenience of Plug-in Coils, and will be found definitely superior.

You just switch over from high to low wave band.
Wound on Low Loss Formers with Bakelite base. Reaction on both high and low wave
lengths is fully obtained. Every coil is carefully tested before despatch.

Range 200-600 and 1,000-2,000 Metres. List No. R17/80. 1216 each.
From all first-class Radio Stores. Refuse substitutes-if any difficulty write direct.

FREE
includin4 a unique 3 -VALVE SCREENED SUPER CIRCUIT.

Goldsrotio
VENDEE LON 41,ZANE II t tiz La

Tel.: PENDLETON 942-446.

With every Coil a diagram is included of connections and particulars of components required
for several circuits, incorporating the " GOLTONE " DUAL COMBINATION COIL,

LONDON DEPOT 
5 and 6, EDEN STREET,
HAMPSTEAD RD., N.W.1
'Phone : Museum 4032 3.

Sew; for large, interesting
Radio Catalogue FREE on

request.

A Special Chance for Set Builders !
Get the MARCH DOUBLE NUMBER of

Pl; J -1 r 12i ) ,

Packed with how -to -make articles and practical
information, this number represents real radio
value for money. It is profusely illustrated, and
amongst the more important articles are the

following :-

The " Magnetic " One

The " Change -Range " Two

The "Three -Coil " Three

The " Ohmic " Three

The " Certainty " Four

The Osram " Music Magnet "
The "Ripple -Free" Mains Unit
A Universal Frame Aerial

Short -Wave Receivers
L.F. Stability

Earth Reception

Coupling Considerations

Latest Beam Development

Valve Varieties

Using Mains Units

Short -Wave Receivers

And a Special " RADIO AND THE GRAMOPHONE " Supplement.

MARCH Double Number. Price 1 /6. On Sale Everywhere.
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01016616
Not until you
try a" TELSEN"
can you appre-
ciate the real
merits of these
splendid com-
ponents and
realize the
extent they im-
prove perform-
ance.
Guaranteed 12 months.
ENTIRELY BRITISH
Ratios 5-t or 3-1 and
SOLD EVERYWHERE

%Illustration shows the
''RADIOGRAND." 12f 6
TELSEN ELECTRIC Co.,Ltd.,

707 Aster onsd Birmingham

MAKE YOUR WIRELESS CABINET THE OSBOVN
WAY --MACHINED READY TO ASSEMBLE.

LESS CA BN EJTA COf BE AvN ry neat
design. with panelled doors and
panelled ends, and a large spare
at the bottom for accumulators,
3 ft. high, 2 ft. wide, and 1 ft.
4 Ins, deep. Opening at the front
and the top to take a panel 21 Ins.
a 7 ins. or 8 ins. A. wooden frame
Is supplied free should the size
of your panel be smaller.
Machined ready to

£1assemble In Oak ... 15 0
Assembled in Oak. ,an

ready to polish ...
APoliessshedmble

in Oak
d

VV
and oo o n

.. MO
CARRIAGE PAID.

Call and see the actual article.
52 -Page Catalogue sent Post Free
on receipt of 3d. in stamps to
DEPT. B.,

CHAS. A. OSBORN. The RegentWorks, Arlington St.,Londo n,2g. 1 .
Open to 7.30 p.m. Saturdays, 4.30 p.m

Open to 8 p.m.
And at 21, Essex Roasda.ttsdlianygst,on9,

A POSTCARD GETS IT-NOW
150 pages-everything for wireless.
The Catalogue you must have.

Special Quotations
for Kits and Parts.

18Moom8
EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS

168, Strand, London, W.C.2.
'Phone: City 8535. (Next to Aldwych Stn.)

urn Money

Gs/ Ilt,16014.
save

POUNDS!
IF you have electric light, you're burning money

every time you use an L T. Accumulator. For there's
L.T. power in your mains just waiting to be released.

The coupon below will bring you a bock that shows
you how to get it. Enables you, in fict, to build a
reliable L.T. Eliminator-in an evening. It's amazingly
easy! There are only 6 components and 12 wires
-and first cost is last cost. Send the coupon to -day
and start saving money right away !

Shows you how to build an
L.T. Eliminator and get
Current
from the
Mains!

NOTHING
MORE

FILL IN COUPON
NOW 1 Minute's
Work 6' id. Stamp---------

To TELEGRAPH CONDENSER
Co., Ltd , Wales Fat m Rd., North
Acton, London, W.3.

I enclose Id. stamp for your free Elimin.
ator Book.

Name-.

Address

TO PAY !
1P.W. 9/3/29.

BE SURE TO USE T.C.C. CONDENSERS !
7572
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FROM THE TECHNICAL. EDITORS NOTE BOOK

LILLEY LINES.
Q LILLEY & SONS, LTD., of Binning-
s-). ham, recently sent us samples of

their indicating terminals and push-
pull switches. -The indicating terminals
retail at 2d.- each, and are well -made
articles. Messrs. Lilley are, of course,
manufaCturers. There would not be room
for middlemen at such prices as that

And the push-pull switch at ls. is also a
first-class production. It is of the one -hole
panel -mounting variety, and is provided
with neat little terminals, large, brightly
nickelled, round washers to smarten up the

One each of the Lilley switches and terminals
dealt with.

front -of -panel appearance, highly polished
insulated knob, and other refinements that
it surprises one to find in such a low-priced
article. The action is definite, and the
contacts efficient. Altogether an excellent
component.

TWO. H.L-VARLEY COMPONENTS.
One of the great advantages of the

electric soundbox is that it enables the
reproduction from. gramophone records to
be controlled. The volume can be varied
from a whisper to a roar, but this can only
be accomplished Ir'y using an efficient
volume centre'. The Most popular type
of control takes the form of a high resist-
ance potentiometer, and there are not too
many devices of this nature on the market
that can be trusted to, give smooth and
constant resistance variation.

The arrival of a volume control potentio-
meter from Messrs. R.I.-Varley is in the
nature of a welcome relief, for it increases
the number-a remarkably small one-of
passable articles of this, kind. The R.I.-
Varley volume control. is of course well
made and operates well, that goes without
saying. It is a one -hole panel -mounting
component, and its front adjusting knob
is somewhat more deeply milled than usuaL
The retail price is 6s. 6d.

The R.I.-Varley Anti-Mobo Resistance -
Capacity Coupler combines the features of
the ordinary R.I.-Varley resistance -capacity
coupler, with those of the R.I.-Varley Anti-
Mobo Unit, the whole being embodied in one
compact, handsome assembly. It is about
the size of an L.F. transformer of fair

dimensions. The cost of this component
is 25s., but it should not be forgotten that
it incorporates a Varley Bi-Duplex wire -
wound resistance, and is a first-class piece
of work throughout.

ROTORO'}IMS COMPONENTS.
We recently received for test from The

Rotor Electric Co., of 34, Kingsway, W.C.2,
a power resistance and a potentiometer.
The power resistance is of the carbon
compression type, and its action is smooth
and in every way satisfactory. It is a robust,
well -made article, and has an attractive
finish.

The potentiometer has a resistance of
500,000 ohms, and is equally efficient and
well made. It operates excellently as, a
volume control, the resistance variation
being smooth and uniform.

NEW EDISWAN VALVES.
The first pentode valve I officially

received for test was an Ediswan, and it
was a 2-volter Now, curiously enough,
the first 4-volter and the second pentode
officially sent me for test purposes is also
of Ediswan make. 'This one is styled the
type 5E.415, an excellent index to its type
and characteristics. , The 5E. means, of
course, " five electrode," which is the
same as saying "pentode." The 415
gives its filament characteristics the valve
taking .15 amp. at 4 volts.

This new Ediswan pentode has a fine
" mu " for the class of valve. That is to
say its impedance, 27,000 ohms, is remark-
ably low in comparison with its amplifica-
tion factor of 50. This, again, points to a
good " grid swing."

The connection to the priming grid is
by means of a small terminal on the side
of the base, and when this is at 120 volts,
150 being on the plate -these are the
approximate maxima-the straight portion
of the curve covers practically 15 grid volts.
And true to its characteristics we find that
this Ediswan pentode can deal with quite
comfortable inputs.

It should, of course, be used immediately
following a detector valve, even so in order
to avoid overloading, as per the makers'
instructions. But one can precede the -
detector with a stage or two of screened -
grid H.F. amplification, and thus form a
most powerful combination The price of
the 5E.415 is 25s.

Another new Ediswan valve-- is the
type P.V.625A., a super -power valve. The
characteristics of this valve are as follows :
Filament, volts,._ 6 ; filament current, -25
amp. ; amplification factor, 4 ; impedance,
1,600 ohms. - The mu, or slope, is 2.5.

Some readers may be quite interested to
know that this slope, or mu, is derived by
taking the amplification factor, multiplying

it by a thousand and dividing it by the
impedance in ohms. Thus, it will be seen
that the smaller the impedance is in com-
parison with the amplification factor, the
greater the slope, a factor which indicates
to a considerable extent the efficiency of
the valve ; 2.5, it might be added, is very
good indeed. Two or three years. ago 5
was' by no means bad.

This P.V.625A. will take up to 180 volts
on -the anode and, with a grid bias of 20
volts, the anode current is well over 30
milliamps. It is just the valve to use in
::..umwanauaimumaimmeaamailmiummmumimvx

Traders and manufacturers are in-
-2 vited to submit radio sets, components,

and accessories to the " P.W." Technical
Department for test, All tests are
carried out with strict impartiality,

7-1 under the personal supervision of the
F..: Technical Editor, and readers are asked

to -note that this weekly feature is
intended as a reiable and unbiassed guide
as to what.to -buy-and what to avoid.

ttimittimimmitutimmummiummtimmiimmiiiiimuF

the last stage 'of a powerful multi-valver.
In a set feeding a moving -coil loud speaker
and used -also-fer gramophone pick-up
work, we foUnd the P.V.625A. completely
satisfactory; _

It is a fine valve. The price is 15's., a
remarkable fact- when- one remembers what
was charged for.valves havirig very inferior
characteristics a 'year or . two sago. But
readers should note that the .P.V.625k. can
find a place only at the end of a very
powerful receiver.

There is another EdisWan super -power
valve, the 625X., more suited to the average
medium -power set.. This valve has an
amplification factor- of seven and an
pedance of 2,700 ohms. This is the ideal
kind of valve for the last stage, of say, a

This modern pavement artist is drawing a picture
of a Ferranti Trickle Charger.

four-valver with two stages of L.F. ampli-
fication arranged to give quality 'results
from the local station and others of like
calibre. The price of the P.V.625X. is also
15s. With the addition of these three
valves to their now most representative
range, the Ediswan -people have every
right to add at the end of their instruction
leaflet that " there is an Ediswan valve
for every position in your receiver."

THE COSSOR MAP.
I have pinned up my Cossor map of the

European broadcasting stations, and already
it has proved of very considerable value.
'It is a fine map and has a wave -length
list of the stations printed on it. I would
advise "'P.W." readers to secure their
copies while the generous Cossor offer
remains open.'
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ADIOTORIAL
All Editorial Communications to be addressed
to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Tains House, Tabs Street, London, E.C.4.

so*

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken to
return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be

addressed to the Sole Agent a, Messrs: John H.
Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from.
time to time in this journal are the outcome of
research and experimental work carried out .with
a view to improving the technique of wireless

receivers. As much of the information given in thecolumns of this paper concerns the most recent develop-
ments in the radio world, some of the arrangements and
specialities described may be the subject of LettersPatent, and the amateur and the trader would be well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

COMPONENTS FOR THE " SPANSPACE "
FOUR.

H. C. T. (Market Harborough).-" The set I
have been using is a three-valver, neutralised
H.F., Bet., L.F. This has given excellent
results, but I have decided to re -make it into
a larger cabinet, and whilst I am about it
making it four valves instead of three.

" A friend who has heard one working tells
me that. I ought to make the Spanspace'
Four, as many of my components would be

suitable for this. Can you give me a full list
of components required to build the ' Span -
space'. Four, and 'tell me where I can get full
details of this ? "

The following components and materials are
required kir this set : 1 ebonite panel, 26 in. x 8 In. x

in. ; 1 cabinet to flt with baseboard 9 In. deep and
2 IbracketS*; 2 .0005-mfd. variable condensers, with
slow-motion drive, or vernier dials, square law or
S.L.F. ; 1.00035 or .0003-mfd. ditto ; 1 on -off switch ;
1 jack, No: 63 ; 1 jack, No. 68 ; 4 sprung valve
holders ; 4 baseboard -mounting resistors to suit
valves ; 1 neutrodyne condenser ; 1 L.F. choke,
150 henries 1 L.F. transformer about 4 : 1 ratio ;
3 1;mfd. condensers ; 2 2-megohm grid leaks ; 1 25.
megohm grid leak ; 3 grid leak holders ; 1 H.F.
choke; 1 01-mfd. fixed condenser; 2 -0003-mfd.
fixed condensers ; 1 .0002 -mfd. fixed condenser ,

2
9 terminals and 1 terminal strip; 2 sockets on strip of
ebonite and 1 wander plug ;" Spanspace " Four
aerial coils and 1 base (1 short-wave coil and 1

Daventry) ; 2 split primary H.F. transformers and
1 screen and base (1 short-wave transformer and 1
Daventry) ; wire, screws, etc.

AccEssomES.--Four valves
'

H.T., G.B., and L.T.

.

batteries to suit valves 'phones or loud speaker.
and 'phone plug or plugs for connecting to set.

Full constructional details of this receiver, with
connections in pictorial as well as in practical base-
board form, are given in the " P.W." blue print No. 36.

!III1I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

" P.W." TECHNICAL
=

r:...: QUERY DEPARTMENT
a=

a- is Your Set " Going Good " ? === =
g.' Perhaps some mysterious noise has

appeared, and is spoiling your radio . E
reception 1-Or one of the batteries --;.-

seems to run down much faster than
formerly ?-0r you want a Blue Print ?

H Whatever your radio problem may be
!:- remember that the Technical Query :5
E Department is thorOughly equipped t:
:=.7. to assist our readers, and offers an H
..3 unrivalled service

Full details, including scale of charges
 can bo obtained direct from the Tech. E
H nicai Query Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, a
:=- The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, ..-;

a London; E.C.4. a==
F. A posteard will do : On re3eipt of this an
 Application Form will be sent to you
= free and post free immediately. This -5

application will place you under no
b0 ligation whatever, but having the

F: form you will know exactly what in- g:
= formation we require to have before us

in= == order problems.to solve your proenas. =
rtIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

This can be obtained from the Technical Query Dept.,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Fleetway House, London,
E.C.4, upon payment of 6d. per blue print, but
please note that in addition a stamped addressed
envelope must be enclosed.

(Continued on page 1346.)

Making a New Cabinet ?
If so, stain it with Johnson's Wood Dye and
be assured of 100% perfect results.
JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE is the standard for
all woodwork, furniture and floors whei-e a per-
manent, penetrating stain is required. It is easy to
use, does not show laps or streaks, and penetrates
so deeply that scratches cannot reveal the natural
colour of the wood, Johnson's Wood Dye dries
in four hours and brings out the beauty of
the grain without raising it. Makes inexpensive
soft woods look as artistic as hard . woods.

,n7av,o,
WOOD DYE

129Darkwhogaq

soonsonsorie
WEST DRAYTOS

1,......_. MIDDLESEX .....t ...,

moll

JOHNSON'S
WOOD DYE

For sale by Woodworker Supply Stores
and all Ironmongers from 9d. up. Is

made in 18 beautiful shades.
Write for FREE descriptive price list
and particulars of JOHNSON'S WOOD
DYE and JOHNSON'S WAX POLISH.

BUY A 9d. TRIAL SIZE
You will be pleased with results.

S. C. JOHNSON AND SON LTD.,
(Dept. P.W.) WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX.

MAKERS 01' TOHNSON'S WAX POLISH.

BRING OUT THE BASS
and Tiff TOP STUFF

Megitel. 1 to
5 megoltats 21-
Ohmites. All
values, 5.000 to
500,000 ohms

2/3

Audion
R.C.Units

Type/ Jot High
Impedance
Valves, 5/-
T y e 2, forMediu m
Ira Pad asses
Valves, 516

YOUR reproduction
depends very much

' upon what you feed into
your speaker. The Graham
Farish Audion R.C. Unit
will not only get you the
bass but, what is just as
important, the high notes
too. Don't delay-fit your
set with Audion R.C. Units
and not only get the drums
and Tympani but achieve
that sparkling brit dance that
is absent from so many seta.

3 valve R. C.
Coupler 12/6

Ohntites and
megites to suit
your valves extra

RAMA/1 FARISM
Graham Farish Ltd., Bromley, Kent.
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MODERN MASTERPIECES N96
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" Staunch Resistance'

STEADFASTLY withstanding a
maximum Voltage of roo D.C.

the Dumetohm High Resistance
never utters a sound. Amongst
its various purposes it can be
used as a Grid Leak or high value
anode resistance

'25, 5, r, F5, 2, 3, 4, 5 & IO
megohms.

Other higher values specially to order.

DUBILIER
DUMETOHMS

Price 2/6 Each
Holders (Vertical or Horizontal) 1,'- each.

If unobtainable from your dealer write
direct to us giving his name and address.

"TOREADOR SCREEN -GRID FOUR."
This set incorporates the latest develop.
ments in Receiver design-full construc-

tional details free on request.

DUBILIER
RADIO PRODUCTS

Advt. of Dubilier Co. 3), L14., Discos Works, V iqot a Rood,
N. Acton, London, W.3. z.2

bin

-AN H.T. UNIT FOR USE
WITH ALL TYPES OF SETS
INCLUDING ALL SCREEN -

GRID VALVE SETS.

THE NEW
" EKCO" H.T. UNIT

MODEL 3.F.12
The only satisfactory solution of the
demand for an H.T. Unit for use with
Screen Grid Valve Sets. This new Model
3.F.12 includes a specially designed
TAPPING FOR H.T. SUPPLY TO
SCREEN GRID VALVES. Suitable for
ALL 3 Valve sets or those requiring not
more than 12 m,'a.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED AND
RECOMMENDED FOR:

1929 COSSOR MELODY MAKER ;
BURNDEPT SCREENED ETHO 3;
LISSEN S.G.3  OSRAM MUSIC MAG-
NET MARCONI TYPE 35 , McMICHAEL
SCREENED DIMIC3; FORMO
SCREENED GRID, Etc., Etc.

VOLTAGE TAPPINGS.
(1) S.C. For the H.T. Supply to a Screen

Grid Valve.
(2) 60 volts. At 2 m'a approx.
(3) 120/150 volts. Giving 120 volts at 10 m'a

approx. or 150 volts at 8 m'a approx.
A.C. Model 3.F.12 £3:15:6 Complete

(including valve and Royalty).
D.C. Model 3.F.12 A1:17.10 Complete.
,IBTAINABLE ON EASY PAYMENTS PROM ALL
RADIO DEALERS. &oda Postcard t -day for 1k,
free '' Ekco-Lectrie" Booklett Other units
complete front 1710 D.C. and .62 12 6 A.C.
here is also the new 1929 "EKCO-LECTRIC

.STRAIGur THREE" Receiver. A triumph
in electro radio. Just "Switch On!-That's
All!". DX., 113 Gas.; AX., 21 ans. Com-
plete with Valves and Royalty.

ig rat

ILIDLE LIE2 (Dept. A) " Ekco " Works, Leigh -on -Sea.
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Finished in black or beauti-
fully grained mahogany.

neat-
accurate and
inexpensive
Watch fbr Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite--" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate tuning,
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest radio
dealer.

BRc,k,RELEssigiE
"DOMINION" VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.
MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 1344.)

THE POLARITY OF TELEPHONES.
T. R. D. (Cariterbury).-" The 'phones I use

are an old pair but very sensitive, and during
the course of their long life I have changed
the leads twice and fitted new ones. As they
were then being used, for crystal reception I
omitted to notice which of the leads was marked
red and which black, and now I want to use the
'phones for a valve set, and this question of
which is positive and which negative is going
to prove difficult.

"Is there any method of telling which is the
correct lead to use as positive and which
negative, or does it not -matter much ? "

When you are using a valve set you must De careful
to see that the 'phones are connected in circuit the
right way round, as if they are joined up incorrectly
it is only a question of time before they become
demagnetised. When telephones nave no indication
the usual method to determine the polarity is as
follows :

Carefully unscrew one of the ear caps and remove the
diaphragm, leaving the magnets exposed to view.
Suspend the 'phones in some convenient position
where they are perfectly rigid, and then load np one
of the magnets with small pins, gramophMe needles,
or similar objects, nntil its magnetism is supporting
all the load it can hold.

Then send a small current from a dry cell through
the telephone cords first in one direction and then In
the other. If the loading of the magnet has been very
carefully done it is possible to tell when the current
from the cell is going in the right direction, because
it then tends to hold the load of pins more firmly.

If the cell Is reversed se that it opposes the mag-
netism of the 'phones, the load will fall off as soon as
the current starts to flow. The leads can then be
marked positive and negative to correspond with the
connections of the dry cell.

SCRAPING AND SCRATCHING NOISES.
" SONNY BOY " (Harrogate).-" My dad

gave it to me at Christmas and it went all right,
and kept on going all right until this last week,

when it started scratching. What is the
cause of scratching ? "

If the set develops a continuous scraping or
scratching noise, the trouble is usually due to the
primary winding of the L.F. transformer having
burnt out and when this Is the case the scratching
is generally accompanied by a very great reduction
in the strength of reception. A faulty high-tension
battery, also, will give rise to a continuous scraping
noise, and the only cure is replacement.

Another possible cause is a broken flexible lead
which may appear to be O.K., but which may
actually have, several strands broken, giving im-
perfect contact and thus setting up the scratching
noise. Obviously, the only cure for this, also, is
replacement. When a scratching noise appears not
continuously, but at intervals, you can suspect
a bad contact of either 'phones, valves, coil sockets,
rheostats, or In any one of the leads. But if the
noise only occurs when you are tuning, it will probably
be found that a spot of dust has settled on the vanes
of the tuning condenser, and this, of course, can
easily be removed with a pipe -cleaner or a duster.

THOSE AMAZING SHORT WAVES.
H. W. C. (Cheshire).-" This is rather a

lonely 'village, and I am rather a lonely
person, so. you can imagine that wireless has
been a bit of a God -send. I have only been
taking your paper a few weeks and, of course,
most of it I simply do not understand. "

" One thing puzzles me greatly, and that
is the short waves, I do not expect to under-
stand the technical part of it, of course ; but
it seems to me - so odd that Reople should
build - special receivers and "have special
coils, and so forth (which I gather to be the
case), unless there is some special fascination
about short waves. What is this. ? Why
cannot they be satisfied with the ordinary
wave -lengths, and how can- the short waves
be in any way superior to these ? "

By far the most interesting, amazing, and absorbing
reception is carried out  on . wave -lengths far below
those to which the ordinary receiver  will. tune.
By: some fortunate chance. (which is not yet fully
explained), 'short wave -lengths 'travel and carry "
wireless messages extremely well, even in daylight

(Continued on page 1348.)
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IGR

Ratio 3-1 for valves of
10,000 to 20,000 ohms

impedance.
Ratio 6-1 for valves of
5,000 to 10,000 ohms

impedance.

The amazing effici-
ency of this hand-
some instrument is
due to its special
iron core and careful
design, giving high
primary inductance,
thus handling bass
notes without distor-
tion or injury to top

frequencies.

Apply to your dealer. If he cannot supply
you, please io'ite at once to Dept. R112.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC C9 LIP
149, Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, E.C.4
Works: BEDFORD.

MAKE _YOUR
OWN

CONE SPEAKER
The New Wonder

" Nightingale "

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our

Cabinet Cone Speaker
Guaranteed to give re-
sults equal to the most
expensive Loud -
Speakers yet made.

Full constructional details
with each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 3 2, 6 to 15/ -
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed

for all time.
With 4 -inch Diaphragm.

Instantly converts your own Gramo-
phone into a full powei Loud -speaker,
giving a wealth of pure, undistorted
volume which must be heard to be

believed.

SVY ON
EASY

TERMS

Mahogany
finish with
plated arm
and stand.

li-oor
mopalA.NneyTEED

refunded!

AS FITTED
TO OUR £6
POST HORN

SeculteS
14iftig
SPeaka46

The
Nightingale

"DE LUXE"

CASH

or 5/- deposit
andllmonthly
payments a.

5/ -

ax in. high with 14 in. Bell,
Mahogany finished with
plated arm and stand.

Send Deposit
NOW!

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from

DUL ONE
38, INOLYWELL LANE, LONDONgwmoowjauzaAiiiiwimi
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HYDRA
CONDENSER

for the
SAFETY

of your
VALVES

A fuse may save your valvL
-a certain measure of care
may save them-but noth-
ing will save them if you
have relied upon aq inferior
condenser. Wherever you
are using a condenser to
deal with big H.T. currents
or to detect small incoming,
signals, fit Hydra condensErs
for safety and satisfactory
results.

HYDRA
CONDENSERS

PRICES:
Tested at 500 A.C. Work volts
240 A.C. 1 mt. 3'-, 2 mf. 41-,

4 7af. 6/9.
Tested- at 1,000 V.D.C. Work
volts 300 A.C. or 450 D.C.
1 mf. 4/-, 2 inf. 5,-, 4 inf. 10;-.
Do not accept a silver grey col -
denser without the HYDRA label.
Others are imitati ontand we are not
responsible in case of treadown.

LOUIS HOLZMAN,
On and after March loth,

37, Newman St., London, W.1

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

._ (continued from page -1346.)

and at times when the ordinary' wireless waves
are cemparatively " held down," by the effect of
sunlight. Consequently, upon the short wave-
lengths, almost every day British amateurs are
picking: up messages from radio friends in New
Zealand and Australia, whilst it is quite easy to
hear Ainerick. South Africa, Chill, and such far-off
places, even using only a one -valve tel

The reason that short-wave working has recently
become more popular is that three or four years
ago, when short wave -lengths were only just begin-
ning to'be appreciated, there was little use in trying
to experiment with short-wave reception unless one
knew the Morse code. For at that time it was by
telegraphy in code that communication between
one country and another was made. (As a matter
of fact, this means of communication is still extremely
popular among amateurs all over the world. There-
fore, if you happen to be able to read the Morse
code, the short waves are particularly well worth
while, for you can take full advantage of this inter-
national short-wave communication, and thus
start listening -in to all the world at once.)

Nowadays, even for the fellows who have not
learnt the code, there are plenty of attractions upon
the short waves. Not only Morse messages, but
ordinary broadcast programmes and concerts, are
now regularly sent out by many broadcasting
stations upon wave -lengths below 100 metres. .

Sometimes these short-wave transmissions are
sent out simultaneously with the station's programme
upon the ordinary broadcast wave -length, and
though even the most powerful set in this country
cannot pick up the ordinary programme, it is often
possible for the short-wave set to pick up some foreign
station's " younger brother " on the short wave -length
and to hear the programme clearly.

On the other hand, these short wave -lengths
are rather fickle, and reception upon them is not
quite so easy as ordinary listening, although to
the keen experimenter this very fact will add a
charm to investigating them.

THE PROBLEM OF THE SILENT SET.
S. M. (Ripley, Yorks).-" The simple

directions that you gave me for finding a
fatilt by means of 'phones and dry cell
encourages me to ask what is the best way

to look for a fault when the set absolutely
refuses to work at all ? I was up against
this recently at a friend's house, and, frankly,
I did not know in the least how to set about it."

In such a case the telephones or loud speaker
attached to the get may be wrong, and it is a very
simple matter to test apparatus of this kind. To
test the 'phones, for instance, proceed as follows:
Disconnect the 'phones from the - set and place
them over the ears in the usual way ; then hold one
of the little metal tags between the lips.

Now take a key, or similar small piece of metal,
and gently rub it along the other telephone tag.
If the 'phones are in good order, you will hear _a
weak but distinct scratching noise which corresponds
exactly to the rubbing.

This sound is due to the minute currents set up by
your own body, and only a very- sensitive electrical
instrument would respond to such' tiny currents.
If no sound is reproduced the 'phones are faulty, or -
there is a bad connection in the 'phone cords.

By listening first to one earpiece and then to the
other, you can ascertain whether only one ear-
piece is wrong or both. When the 'phones themselves
have been proved O.K., you can Inspect the set
for a disconnection, and you can be pretty sure that,
provided the aerial and earth are O.K., the likeliest
cause of complete silence is a break in continuity.

If a crystal set is in use, the various wires should be
fingered gently to make- sure the connections are
adhering to their various _places: Possibly one of
the joints will be found to have broken apart, or a
flexible lead broken, due to the repeated move-
ments in adjustment. As a. last .resort the crystal
detector itself may be unscrewed and examined, but
probably the trouble will by traced to a broken wire.

By, the way, it is a good plan to listen -in whilst
any flexible leads, etc., are being moved, as generally
in such cases the movement will restore the connection
for a moment, and thus one can find which one
is at fault.

When if valve set is being looked over the batteries
should be disconnected before any tests are made,
otherwise damage is . certain to result. And, by
the way, disconnect the battery leads at the battery
.end, and not at the set end, or these may short
and seriously damage the set, Remembering that
complete silence is nearly always due to a break in
the circuit, It should not be very difficult to loCalise
the fault if you employ the flash -lamp test to which
you have referred. Apart from faulty coniponents
other causes of complete silence are wrong connections
of high or low-tension batteries, or of 'phones, so
that the fault cannot possibly escape a careful search.

(Continued on page 1350.)
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AN DA C OCH°E

Yfamous Squire Alu- F31/1 io. can now get the

minium Cradle, its
enamelled frame polished and burnished at the
edges, completely assembled with a special woven
floating cone and front clamping board. In addition,
with each complete assembly you are given a genuine
Squire Kraft Cone Kit which you can easily assemble
according to the simple instructions given. All you
do is to add a unit and a cabinet or baffle board.
Whether you prefer woven or Kraft Cones you are
thus assured for a trifling outlay of a loud speaker
whose magnificent reproduction equals that of many
speakers costing £20 or more.
Squire cradles are designed to take Blue Spot, Triotron, Bull-
vhone or G.E.C. Units. Special models to take Hegra Units.

No. 97. No. 99.
Aluminium Cradle Aluminium Cradle
Frame for o" cones 12/6 Frame for 15" cones 30,' -
Squire Kraft Cone Squire Kraft Cone
Kit for above .. 2/6 Kit for above .. 5/ -
Complete No. 97. Complete No, 99.
Cradle with 9" du- Cradle with 15" tri-
plex woven cone, plex woven cone,
clamping board and clamping board and
Squire Kraft Cone Squire Kraft Cone
Kit .. 15/6 Kit .. 35/ -

Obtainable of most dealers or direct post free from us.

FREDK. SQUIRE,
24, Leswin Road, N.16.

Build the
RADIANO TITAN
e Cabinet with e" baseboard

Ebonite Panel, z6" x 8", ready drilled..
Magnum " Titan " Coil ..

T. Magnum Panel Brackets (small)
Magnum On and Off Switch ..

x Magnum Wave -change Switch ..
x Magnum Fixed Condenser, '0002
3 Magnum Vibro Valve Holders .

x Lissen H.F. Choke
x Lissen Variable Condenser, *o0o5

Lissen Fixed Condenser and Grid Leak
x R.I. Varley L.F. Transformer ..
e Ferranti A.F.3 L.F. Transfermer

Fermati Anode Resistance, 50,00o ohms and base
Cyldon Reaction Condenser ..

2 Dubilier Fixed Condensers, a mfd.
x Pye Leak . -

x Terminal Strip with ix. Indicating Terminals..
e Indigraph Dial ..

Rubber Flex ..

£ s. d.
1 1

7
15

1

1

1

1

6
5
6
2

15
1 5

5
7
7
1

3
6

£7 0-0
Set of Valves for above, £1 13 6. Ready wired
and tested, including Cabinet, Valves and Royalty,

£910 0
We specialise also in the " Titan " Three, the " Titan" Two, the " Titan "
Tuner, any of which can be -supplied as constructional kits or ready wired
and tested.

Comprehensive range of Lists on application.

BURNE-JONES
6a. C O. LTD.," -";':o.

MAGNUM HOUSE
TELEPHONE : HOP 6257

296, BOROUGH HIGH ST.
LONDON. S.C.I
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. 'Phones : Gerrard 4637 and 2821

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY EVERY DAY Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
ALL DAY SATURDAY Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
ALL DAY THURSDAY Sunday morning 11-1

Don't Forget to Use

COUPON
LEADINGSS,IEE[9111.TvSTpF PARTS

140p, CATALOGUE Illustrated all Latest
Components.

FREE FOR CARD.

for at
list of components over 25 - quoted

at a special price, where possible.

HANDSOME OAK POLISHED
SPEAKER CABINETS 13x13x(i

1211.1 POST
113

Cannot guarantee exact
pattern of front panel,

but all good designs.

Blue Spot tic/.
66K (101) L
4 POLE BAL. ARM.
OR THE LOT WITH
BUCKRAM CONE 12'

Carriage 35f. Paid

TO THE PUBLIC
COUPONS are in all advertise-
ments ISSUED by me and ARE
INTENDED FOR THE USE
OF CUSTOMERS purchasing

goods here.
THIS ADVERTISEMENT IS ISSUED BY
K. RAYMOND AND IS COPYRIGHT

This
Wonderful

ALL - WAVE
COIL UNIT
designed b y

as used in
the

"TITAN"

15'-
OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET
Kit of Parts & Valves,

: 12 : 6.
BOOKLET FREY.

Copper and Aluminium
Screens (all sizes) or made
to order.
P.W. Screening Boxes 12'6
P.W. Loading Coils._ 7 6
Harlie Wave Selector, 12 6
Tunewell Dual 3 Star, 7 9
ilombined Way,: Q 3 Ste..

12 6
Scott'sAll-WaveTnner,13 6
DX Set 4 short wave, 7 6
DX L.P.Standerd Ratio. 8 
Weil.) L.P. Power 11 6
wen° Standard 6

COSSOR
NEW MELODY
KIT OF PARTS &
VALVES IN STOCK

PLEASE MAKE
OUT LIST FOR
Special Quotation if

over 25,- in value.

SIX -SIXTY VALVES
FOR ALL CIRCUITS.
Used all Leading Portables.
ALWAYS IN STOCK.

MULLARD 5 PORTABLE
ALL PARTS IN STOCK. ASK FOR QUOTATION.
" RADIO FOR THE MILLION" BOOKLET FREE,

P.W. 2 2 29.

Cheapest
easiest -

to - build
distance -

getting
3 - valver

ever
designed

Equal to TIT
last

year's
5 - valver

N
THREE

COMPONENTS. FIRST SELECTION
0005 Variable with Slow- PLEASE ADD
Motion Dial (LOTUS, OR-
MOND or POLAR), Micro
00005, LISSEN L.F. 8/6 TOTAL - 72 -(any other L.F. by adding and I will includebalance), Wave - change

Serreelvn, 2 H.T.'
StandardSwitch, L.T. Switch,

"TITAN" COIL UNIT Fuses, Terminal
3 SprungVH.,R.I.VARLEY Strip, 11 Termi-
or LEWCOS H.F.Choke.one nabs (engraved,
'0002 and two of '0003 fixed, take plug, pin
2 meg. Leak and Holder, and spade), wire,
2 DUBILIER Mansbridge. screws, flex, plugs,

216

Total - 69'6 14 x 7 Ebonite
panel, Baseboard.

THE COMPLETE LOT, as above,
carefully packed, sent post free (U.K.)
FOR CASH WITH ORDER ..
AMERICAN CABINETS (Hinged Lid)

FOR " TITAN " THREE (as shown).
OAK, 11 x 7 x 10, 17;6 ; or 15/- with Set of
Parts. For " TITAN " TWO, 12x 7, 1 ; or

7/11 with Parts.
CARR. PAID (U.K.) FOR CASH.

VALVES
MULLARD or SIX -SIXTY
S.G. 22;6 Det. 10,'6 Power 12,6
(Pentode 25/-) All in 2-v. and 4-v.

We stock Igranic. Climax, Ever -Ready, Hellesen,
Siemens, Formo, Ferranti, Wearite, Ormond, J.B.,
Benjamin, Lotus, Mullard, Listen, Lewcos,
Utility, Magnum, Peto-Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye,
Marconi, McMichael, Cosmos, Carborundum, R.I.-
Varley, Gambrel!, Browns, Sterling, Aniplions- in fact,
everything it is possible to stock in Radio Components.

"TITAN" 3 SECOND
SELECTION

LOTUS or POLAR '0005, Handsome 4" Slow
Motion Dial, FORMO L.F., '00005 Micro, Wave -
change Switch, L.T. do., P.W." TITAN" COIL
UNIT, 3 Sprung Valve Holders, WATMEL H.F.
Choke, '0002 and two '0003 fixed, 2-meg. Leak
and Holder, 2 Mansbridge Condensers, P.W."
Screen, 2 Fuses, Strip, Panel, 11 Nickel Terminals,
name tabs, wire, screws, flex, plugs, Baseboard
14 x 10. THE LOT, POST FREE 5916U.K. CASH WITH ORDER ONLY

[ ALL PARTS WITH TERMINALS

"TITAN" 2 SPECIAL
OFFER

P.W. 16,2,29.

KIT OF SPECIFIED COMPONENTS
Variable '0005 (LOTUS, POLAR or ORMOND),
S.M. Dial, Reaction '0001, Wave -change Switch,
2 Sprung V.H., LISSEN or FORMO L.F. 8/6
(add balance for any other make), H.F. Choke
(IGRANIC or WATMEL 5/-; add balance any
other make), " TITAN " COIL UNIT 15,'-, Fixed
C,ondensers '001, '0002, '0003, 2 -Meg and holder,
On -and -Off Switch, Terminal Strip 10 x 2, Ten
Engraved Terminals, wire, screws, plugs, flex,
Panel Brackets, 12 x 7 Ebonite Panel, M5f.
Bageboard 12 x 9, ABOVE LOT %LP

POST FREE CASH WITH ORDER U.K.
VALVES, H.F.10f 6; Power 12/6; Super P.15,' -

"TITAN" TUNER PARTS
P.W. 23, 2,'29.

Panel 8x 7 and Baseboard, '0005 LOTUS, POLAR or
ORMOND Variable, V Slow Motion Dial, 3 -point
Wave -change Switch, B.B. Neutralising, 4 Sockets, 2
Plugs, 4 Engraved Terminals, Flex, Wire, Screws, etc.,

(FOR CASH
and" TITAN " CO

WILH ORDER ONLY) la
UNIT. POST FREE ei fg

T
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"RADIANO" TITAN THREE
1st SELECTION

including :
" TITAN " COIL UNIT
Ormond Log -0005
Ormond S.M. Dial
Cyldon 0001
3 Point P.P. Switch
On and Off Switch
2 Dubilier 2 -mid.
5,000 -ohm R.I.-Varley
H.F. Choke (Lissen)
'0003 and -0002 Fixed
2-meg. and 1-meg. Leak
3 Sprung V. Holders
Ferranti A.F.3 L.F.
R.I.-Varley G.P. L.F.
Brackets, strip, Ebonite
Panel, Flexible Wire,
screws, 11 Engraved
Terminals.

901 POST

FREE
C.O.D. 2,6 extra.

2nd SELECTION
including :

" TITAN " COIL UNIT
Lotus '0005
Lotus S.M. Dial
Ormond *0001
3 Point P.P. Switch
On and OH Switch
2 Dubilier 2-mfd.
5,000 -ohm R.I.-Varley
H.F. Choke ( Watmel)
0003 and -0002 Fixed
2-meg. and 1-meg. Leak
3 Sprung Valve Holders
Igranic L.F. 1st Stage
Formo or DX 2nd Stage
Brackets, strip, Ebonite
Panel, Flexible Wire,
screws,ll Engraved Ter-
minals, Baseboard 16x9.

POST 70
FREE

C.O.D. 2 6 extra.

r.
A CHEAPER SET OF ABOVE
" TITAN " COIL UNIT, '0005 S.L.F. and S.M. Dial.
'0001 Reaction, 3 Point and On and Otf Switches,
2 Dubilier 2-mfd., 5,000 -ohm R.I.-Varley, H.F.
Choke, '0003 and '0002 Fixed, 2-meg. and f meg.
Leaks, 3 Sprung Valve Holders, Wcilo L.F.
1st Stage, " Radio " 2nd Stage, Brackets, strip.
Wire, screws, terminals Ebonite Panel and
Baseboard.
CARR. PAID. C.O.D. 2'6 extra. Z3 w 00

A1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111141111

-7-=: The " Radian° Titan " is a magnificent loud- E
E, speaker set embodying the most attractive =
= features of two vastly popular systems. Wave- =
= changing by means of a simple panel switch,
:-- immense volume with stability and purity and =
= simplicity of construction are but a few of its g

outstanding advantages.
7d11111111111111111116111111111611111111111111111111i111111111111111111111ii

VALVES FOR ABOVE
D. 10,'6, L.F. 10 6, Power 12 6.

Any Good Make.

Q COILS
O.A. 15/- Q.A.M. 21/-

211- Q.S.P. 21/-
Q.S.G. 21'-

Lewcos or Finston.

Short WaveCoils
for the New

Cossor Melody
12/6 pair.

S.G. VALVES
Mullard . 27 6
Six -Sixty .. 22 6
Cossor .. 22.6

also
CLEARTRON .. 12 6

Goods sent C.O.D.
at extra charge.

COUPON. P.W. MARCH 9
ONLY ONE COUPON ON ANY ONE ORDER
It you spend 25 - or more you can buy for 3d.

extra any one (only) of the following :
S.M. Dial, 100 ft. 7/22 Copper Aerial, 12 yds.
Lead-in, Fuse and Holder, 12 Nickel Terminals,
60X Coil H.F. Choke, Permanent Detector,
Battery Switch, '0003 and 2 -mega Leak, 9 -volt
Grid Bias, Panel Brackets, 6 -pin Coil Base, 100 ft.
Insulated Aerial, Loud Speaker Silk Cord, '30 ft.
Covered Connecting Wire, Ebonite Panel 9 x 6,
12 yds. Twin Flex, 100 ft. Indoor Aerial, Cycle
Rear Reflector.

See Advfs. in all Wireless Journals.
COUPONS AVAILABLE AT It. RAYMOND'S ONLY

SPECIAL COUPON
Only available at K. Raymond's.
POST or CALL with this coupon.

If your order is £3 or over, FOR
6dEXTRA

you can buy one of
the following.

2-mfd. Mansbridge Con- 12 yds. heavy double
denser; '0005 S.L.F. rubber Lead-in; 5 -way
Variable Condenser; Battery Cord for H.T.
4 -in. Slow -Motion Dial; and L.T.; Set of 10100 ft. Silk Frame Aerial Engraved Terminals;Wire; 'NO1 Reaction
Condenser; 16 -volt Grid 24 yds. Best Twin Red
Bias tapped 11. and Black Flex.
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Building?

Range
250-2000
metres

By
Change-

over
Switch

THE PANEL PLATE UNIT
consists of Double Wave -Band Tuner, Slow -
Motion Tuning Condenser, Change - over
Switch, assembled on antique
brasS plate, the whole mounted on
handsome wood panel. PRICE 35,-

THE BASEBOARD UNIT

iwires from a condenser
and a coiLto these 4
terminals-COMPLET

a 3 -VALVE RECEIVER

No radio constructor
can afford to be with-
out this unit which
eliminates all the un-
certainty of Baseboard

layout and wiring.

All Lamplugh
radio products

2 Valve Trans-
former - - 37;6

3 Valve Trans-
former - - 50/.

3Valve R.C.C. 23, -

are guaranteed
for 12 months.

LAW PLUG1111
(Pronounced: LAMP -L00)

THE QUALITY
TUNER

An ideal Aerial
Tuner for, profes-
sional and amateur
Radio set buildein.
Covers the entire
Broadcast wave-
band from 250-
2,000 metres, only
requires Push -Pull
Switch to effect the
change. Circuit
diagram is supplied
with each., 116PRICE

Send for Lists and Wiring Diagrams from

S. A. LAMPLUGH, LTD.,
KING'S RD., TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

- (Continued from page 13484

RESISTANCE FOR D.C. MAINS UNIT.
DIRECTOR (E.C.).-" I am going to take

my high-tension from the mains, and I
'have been offered a mains unit in which the
voltages applied to the various valves are
adjusted by means of anode reffitances.

" These can be plugged in or out so that
a suitable resistance can be inserted to give
the voltage which is required, but as I have
not got a voltmeter to test the voltage ob-
tained, nor an unlimited number of resistances,
I would like to know how I can tell what
is the -correct resistance to put in -to give
the correct voltages at the output terminals ? "

The actual value of the three anode resjstances
will depend on the output voltages required from
each H.T. +. Usually .H.T. +, gives a fixed
voltage and should be used for the H.F. stages, and
1st L.F. H.T.+, is generally used to give various
voltages for the detector valve whilst H.T.+
for last L.F: stages.

If the mains in use are below 120 volts the 3rd
resistance (in series with 11.T.+8) may be shorted.
Let us assume that the mains in use are 200 volts
and the set is a four- or five-valver, taking approxi-
mately 25 milliamps. (This value can easily be
correctly obtained from the curves of the valves in
use.) tor the iry. and 1st L.F. tapping, H.T.+1,
we will assume that 90 volts is required for the
particular valves- in use.

From our curves we see that at ob volts H.T. the
H.F. valves take 4 milliamps, and the 1st L.P. 6
milliamps, giving a total of 10 milliamps. Now the
problem arises as to the exact value of resistance
L'111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

 Amongst the Articles for Set Builders in

MODERN WIRELESS
=

-are -
The " Magnet " One

The " Change -Range " Two
The " Three -Coil Three

The " Ohmic " Three
The " Certainty " Four

The " Osram Music Maker "
The " Ripplefree " Mains Unit

March Double Number, Price 1/6
-7- NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE
511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

to use so as to reduce 200 volts to 90 volts. Another
point must, however, first be considered. The total
resistance of the L.F. output choke is, say,
380 ohms, so that when the total current taken by
the set is flowing (i.e. 25 milliamps), there is a
voltage drop across the choke This voltage drop is
equal to : C x R

1,000
Where C = current flowing in milliamps, It =

resistance of choke, in ohms, The voltage drop
will, therefore, be

25 x 380
Or 9'S volts.

1,000

not 200
Titus, t

vol ts.he,voltage
available will be about 190 volts,

If 00 Willi applied to the circuit gives 10 milliamps,
obviously the normal resistance of the circuit must be

90 v.
1,000 .= 9,000 ohms.

10 rn/a
The total resistance required in order that 10 mia

may pass if 190 volts are applied is given by
- 190 x 1,000
R = - 19,000 ohms.

10
Subtracting the former from the latter we see that

another resistance of 10,000 ohms is required.
So that if we connect a resistance of this value

In series with H.T. +,, the required voltage will
be applied to the H.F. and 1st L.F. valves. In
a shuilar way, the value of resistance required for
H.T. + , may be obtained. Suitable wire -wound
anode resistances of practically any resistance may
now be obtained from most of the manufacturers of
this type of resistance Variation of detector voltage
can be achieved in a variety of ways, one of the
commonest being a good variable resistance capable
of passing the required current without overheating.

Alternatively, interchangeable anode resistances
may tee uted,sbut the:former method is far better on
account of case of operation and fineness of adjustment.

YOU NEED NEVER BUY
ANOTHER DRY H.T. BATTERY
Install the wonderful Standard Permanent Battery and
it will give you abundant H.T. that will last for years.
Hundreds of thousands of delighted listeners use it.
It recharges itself overnight, and in the morning is
full powered-as fresh as the dawn. Supplies a
smooth non -sagging constant pressure of current
that -pets new tone in reception. Solve your H.T.
problem once and for all. INSTALL STANDARD.

AMAZING TRIBUTE TO STANDARD.
" Wood Green, 10G/29.

". . more than pleased .... it is all you claim it to be
and the most satisfactory battery I have used . . it has
needed no attention whatever.  My set is in use...5 hours
daily, and all day Sundays on foreign and British pro-
grammes.... have tested battery -and each unit reads
11 volts. Have previously sj,entpounds on dry batteries and
mell-knomn makers accuyndalors, which was goal Money
thrown away. Shall advise all I know to go in for one of
Your H.T. Batteries.... ',-(Signed) F. S. DOE.

Note.-Each Standard -cell registers 11 volts.

SEND NOW FOR FREE BOOKthat tells you all you want to know. -
POPULAR MODEL "UNIBLOC" CABINET
96 -volt Popular Model "Unibloc' Cabinet kilorvir
REDUCED PRICE now 7/6 down and aye
monthly payments of 7/6. Cash £2.33. Id.
Obtainable from Salford's Stores, Curry's

.

Stores and all radio dealers on cash or
deferred terms. Super 110. 3 Battery 9/8
down and live instalments of ./8.

134:::"WWAny voltage supplied.

WV'S
SAC SECLANCOS.
AUL 111 "AKA

THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO., Dept. P.W.,
184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.0.2.

MBA
KAY'S CABINETS -

This.Cabinet soundly constructed of Oak
and equipped with -Baseboard Runners.
Fall Front, Hinged -Top. Polished rich

...
Jacobean. 36' ingh. For panels
up to IS, wide 5/.
Also made to accommodate any Popular
Set. Quotations for Specials by return.

Illustrated Lists Free.
N. KAY, Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant Road, London, N.15.

'Phone: IV ALTHAMSTOW 1626.

Make
The DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture, Paper

W I 1.--41.-'=-D A
(7}L1V THE;we'".., . TI11ARE,Ip1001,V.0

OPEN
wain Fos ova CATAOGUE
eest,,..-sarai is CALLERS
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Tke ckoice
of critic.1

PROCOVC-iffi

FOR THE NEW

"TITAN" CIRCUITS.
Ask firmly for Bulgin
Products. Every article
is designed to carry
out its work efficiently.
Don't take risks when
building a set, there is
10 years Radio experi-
ence embodied in every

BULGIN PRODUCT

" Titan " Coils - 15
2 Spring Switches - 1 6
3 Wavechange 2'-
Balancing Condensers 5 -
H.F. Chokes - - 5 6
H.T. Fuses - - 6d.

FROM ALL RELIABLE DEALERS OR DiRIA I

A. F. Bulgin & Co.
RADIO MANUFACTURERS,

9-11, Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane,
LONDON, E.C.4.

Telephone: HOLBORN 1072 and 2072.0

THE

SUPER VALUE
TRANSFORMER
Thousands of satisfied listeners who use Weilo will
tell you that now it is no longer necessary to pay
high prices to secure that perfect design and quality
essential to good transformer performance. Specify
Weilo and obtain- one of the finest all-round jobs on
the market. Weilo is built by Transformer Specialists
and guaranteed two years, and gives a remarkable
purity of maximum amplification. Tested and approved
by the greatest expert of all-the listening public!
Send for yours now and really transform your reception.
Hundreds of testimonials.

"WEILO
TRANSFORMERS
Model No. 10 Model No. 3

1 116 8'6
Supplied in Ratios St,op?ied in Ratios
1.1.3-1.4-1,5-i, 3-I, 4-I, 5-I.

25-1.

Send now for vitally interesting and in-
formative catalogue of N.S.F. and Weilo
quality components, post free. Stocke
by Harrods Stores and most Radio
dealers. Obtainable by post direct.

Get yours nosy!

S. W. LEWIS & CO., LTD.
(Dept. P.W.), 39, Victoria St., London, S.W.1.

THE
vGatipt FAMOUS FORMO COMPONEBNISHaEsDucseldninutIhTisstaw BUILE121;e1RATE in Set and in ALL NOTABLE PUBLISHED

ONE EVENING---

1;

"1928"
I J

LOG CONDENSER 5 - -- 
'0005 Toon '00025

BRITISH TRANSFORMER -OUTPUT
FILTER CHOKE 25/-Components Throughout

Send for Catalogue. THE FORMO CO.. CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE. LONDON, N.W.2.

"De Luxe " Model 6, -
'0005 '000115
'00025 '00015

1317,1rille
COILS SG 1 & 2.

1 0:6 each

FORMO-DENSOR 2/.
In four variable capacities

VALVE HOLDER 1/3

PAREX )
COILS SCREENS

`TITAN'UNIT
151 as recommended by Technical

De pt. of this Paper for use in the

'RADIANO-TITAN' THREE
Copper Screen for ' Titan ' H.F. Unit - 3,'6
Standard Copper Screens for Titan '

three and White Print No. 14. each 4,6
H.F. Chokes ,High Wave) - - 6;'6

PROMPT DELIVERIES.
From Tsar Dealer or direct from

E. PAROUSSI, HIGH
FEATHERSTONE HU:1GS.,

BORN, W.G.I,
none Chancery

CABINETS
FOR THE

TITAN II
Oak 19.6. Mahogany 22/-.

TITAN III
Oak 23,'6. Mahogany 2516.

Send Coupon foe latest list.
Carrington Mfg. Co. Ltd, Cameo Wks, Understood Rd.,
South Croydon. Telephone: Croydon 0623 (2 lines.)
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A HIGH MAST IS
EQUAL TO TWO
EXTRA VALVES
Everybody knows that to have a high aerial is to
get extra powerful signals. The difficulty of fixing

up a high aerial is banished if you fit a
PATENT STEEL MAST

P.R.le WIR ESS M
DAMP PROOF:

ROT PROOF II
GALE PROOFI!i

26 Feethigh. In 3sections of I tin.
Steel -tube tapering
toxin. Carriage,
London, 1/6; Mid-
lands, 2/6; else-
where, 3!6. Weight 24
Two masts for 28/6.
'IA Feet

i

high. In 4
%Pm sections of xi n. 216Steel tube tapering
to I in. Carriage, London, 2/-;
Midlands, 3/-; elsewhere, 4/,
Weight 34 lbs. Two masts
for 40/-.

The "Super"
Mast.

) ariegt 29/6
In 5 sections of
heavy zir in.

-.4 Steel tube
tapering to
in. A real bar-
gain. Carriage,
London, 2/6;
Midlands, 3/6;
elsewhere, 4/6 /

11 Weight 46 lbs.
/ Two masts for

P.R. MASTS
are made of
British Steel in

ft. lengths,
from ti in.,
tapering to i in.,
and are supplied
with cast -icon
bed plate, steel
ground pegs,
stay rings, gal-
vanised steel
flexible wire
stays cut to
lengths, pulleys,
bolts, and fullest
erecting in-
structions. No
further -outlay
necessary.

NO HOLES TO DIG. ONE MAN'S JOB.
Any intelligent man can assemble and erect a P.R. Mast
fn ,t couple of hours. Our patent Mast being tapered,
it is easy for anyone to raise it from the ground into
position. Ordinary tubular Masts require several
hands and difficult rigging to do this. To help you the
wire rope is sent cut to size-a saving of endless worry.
Imagine sorting out 500 ft. of rope in your back garden
Minimum Radius 3ft 6 in. The easiest Mast to erect.

GUARANTEE. Money refunded without question if not
satisfied and the Mast is returned within 7 days without
any attempt having been made to erect it. The simple
instructions are so clear that mistakes cannot be made.

PAINTING. Any protective coating applied before
dispatch gets so damaged by the Carriers that it is
essential to paint the Mast before erection. 'All P.R.
Masts are. sent out oxide -finished ready for painting.One .coat of P,R. Colloid covering applied-a 10
minutes' job-to all parts 'of the Mast, when ready to
erect sets dead hard in au hour and protects it against
all weathers.
PRICE OF ACCESSORIES. P.R. Colloid Covering
sufficient for a Mast-with brush, 2/6.
Halyard Log Line-Ryland' s ./patent rot -proof: For 264 t.Mast, 1/6; 34 ft., 2!-; 42 ft., 2/6. Per 100 ft..31-.Note.-Double length supplied to make lowering ofAerial easy.
A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL. P.R. Aerial
is made of 14-28 High Conductivity Pure Copper
Enamelled Wire --each strand insulated from its neigh-bour to give thd highest, signal Strength obtainable.100 ft., 413. 50 ft., 2/3.

E.O.D. Telephone: City 3788.

P. R. MASTS

lbs.

17-48, PATERNOSTER
SQUARE,LONDON,E.C.4

Opposite C.P.O. Tube.
IF YOU USE VALVES it will pay you to write to
us for particulars of the famous 3/8 range of P.R.
valves. Each valve has a written guarantee of life and
performance.

" RADIANO" TITAN THREE
(Continued from page 1340.)

the resistance chosen for this set (assuming
that the reader uses as I recommend; a high -
frequency type of valve as the detector)
is 50,000 ohms.

The combination of the 50,000 -ohms
resistance and 4-mfd. condenser gives free-
dom from battery coupling which often
occur with modern valves and high efficiency
trapsformers, while it also enables us to use
one high:tension voltage on the set, thus
dispensing with battery tapping. There
are two advantages in this, one being that
our high-tension battery or accumulator is
run down uniformly and not one section
more than another, and secondly if we use,
as many readers will do, mains units, we
have not to worry about the actual voltage
of any particular tapping-always difficult
to ascertain without accurate measure-
ments.

H.T. Values.
The high-tension voltage suggested for

this set is not critical, but 120 is a very
good value if a super -power valve is being
used in the output and 150 is not too high
if a mains unit is available. It will, of
course, work with lower voltages than this,

!II II IIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111!II11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=

= Important Notice to Constructors

All set -builders will be
interested in the two
:: just - published ::

"BEST WAY"
WIRELESS BOOKS

Each contains four up -
to -date .constructional
articles. Ask for Nos.
:: 328 and 329 of the ::

"BEST WAY" WIRELESS BOOKS P..=

Obtainable Everywhere. Price 6r1. each

F111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

even with 70 or 80 and a power (but not 'a
super -power) valve in the output.

The quality, however, on- loud signals
will not be so good,' and wherever possible
a super -power valve should be used. .Ex-
cellent super -power 2 -volt valves are
now available for those who use 2 -volt
accumulators. After all, we have in the
"Radian " Titan a very powerful receiver
capable of giving a super-poirer output
valve -all it can handle, so why not make
the best use of it

A Question of Quality.
The pair of transformers I have actually

used in this set work very well together,
and it will be noticed that across the
terminals of the second a -megohm grid
leak is shunted. This is not a very vital
component, and can be dispensed with
if desired, but its object there is to flatten
off a. slight accentuation of high frequencies

(Continued on page 1354.)

RADIO METERS
THE

POPULAR
CHOICE OF THE
RADIO WORLD
Through sheer merit and quality or per
formance Sifam Radio Meters have earnei
unwavering popularity throughout the radio
world-the name Slfam is your assurance
of perfect accuracy and reliability. Buy
Sifam and obtain those refinements of work-
manship and design that are vital to satis-
factory meter performance.
Use them for tracing and rectifying distor-
tion, correctly regulating plate and filament
supply. avoiding costly repairs to run down
batteries and burnt out valves, testing cir-
cuits and a multitude of radio purposes.
Send for free leaflet " What simple meters
can show you."

sifam William -
meters. Mov-

ing Coil
from 25/-.

Moving
Iron
from

10/-.
Hand-
some

panel
mount-
ing ap-
pear-

Sifam Pocket
Model.

Voltmeter0-6'20
volts High Res.

WOO Ohms.
Heavy Nickel

finish,
716

The Sifam Electrical Instrument Co., Ltd.,
Dept. W.R., Bush House, Aldwych, W.C.2.

M.B.

ALDCLIFF CABINET
This unit comprises Solid Mahog-
any or Oak Cabinet, r7" wide,
16" high, 71" deep. Complete
with set cone to take "Blue Spot"
or other unit, saving you 5o%.
Mahogany, 20/-; Oak, 18/6.
Catriage paid.
MITCHAM CABINET WORKS,

London Road; MITCHAM.

AGENTS WANTED. Live wires required to sell
components for .

'
P.W.'' sets and all radio goods.

Smart men with selling ability are invited to write.
Liberal commission offered. Districts allotted.NEW AUTO SUPPLY CO. 241, Park Road,

Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

rEgglASYTERO)
Write to
LISLE

WOOLLDRIDGES, 20 and 22,
STREET, LONDON. W.C.3.
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Make certain
of your set's success

-build it with
Lotus Components

Every Lotus. Component you use is to be
depended upon as a sound, well -con-
structed unit, for it has been made from
the best available materials and by
careful British workmen, and has been
examined and tested thoroughly before
it comes to you. Your usual dealer sells
Lotus Components.

Lotus Buoyancy Value Holders, Anti -Micro -
phonic, 1,13; Lotus Variable Condensers
from 5/-; Lotus Vernier Dial, 49; Lotus
Drum Dials, Remote Controls, Jacks,

Switches, Plugs, &c.

Lotus Dual Wave Coils
15;-, 18;6, 21I-.

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

VALVE
ay atistal set.

has greater possibilities
with LEWCOS Coils

SIX -PIN COILS.

BINOCULAR COILS.

SUPER COIL.
(Pat. No. 285,723.)

B.B.C. Coils .. 10 6
Daventry Coils .. 12.6

THE LEWCOS
STANDARD

LOADING COIL
can be purchased through
all radio dealers. Suitable
for use in all circuits in
"Popular Wireless,"
where standard loading
coil is specified.

Price 7/6 Retail

RADIO PRODUCTS
THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE

COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED,

LEWCOS RADIO
PRODUCTS FOR
FETTER RECEPTION.

(REGD.)

CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10
Telephone : Telegrams:

Walthamstow 2531. " Lewcos, Phone, London."
Trade Counter and Cable Sales :

7, PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, E.C.1
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OWE 4111/3 R-ADIANO-" TITAN THREE
(Continued frau?, page 1352.)

LISEN1N
MADE THEM-
Lisenin, pioneers of the plug and.
socket terminals, once and .for all
banished the old eyesore of untidy
terminals. Lisenin introduced-
and patented-the fool -proof posi-
tive Cone grip terminals-the only
terminals that ensure a neat and
absolutely secure connection.
That is why Mullard and the Six -
Sixty -circuits' specify Lisenin ;
that is why YOU should adopt
Lisenin terminals. Obtainable
at all dealers.
Lisenin Wander Plugs and Spade
Ends are also specified by the
" Wireless World" for their latest
set, the Picture Receiver.

Worth writing for-the
New Lisenin Booklet.

MULLARD
ADOPTED THEM

Look for the
Lisenin Show-
case on your
dealer's counter.

LIISTM111k1
Sale MannfaCtUrerS and Patentees

SP, Edgware Road, London, W.2.
AMINNII

H.T. BATTERIES-.
Solve all H.T. Troubles

SELF-CHARCINC, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS (waxed) 2f" x 1+" se. 113 (oz.
MRCS, new type 10d. doz. SACS 112 doz.
Sample doz. (Is voltz), complete with
bands and electrolyte. VI post 9d.
Sample unit Eid. Illus. booklet tree.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 301-. 3 -VALVE SET 10.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road.

STOCKWELL LONDON

T he Picture Paper with the MOST News

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or. Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVEMONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/- Post Free.
Terme tb Trade. _

,TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
214, High Streei,C9Iliep Wpotl, London, 8.71.12.

which tends to occur when two trans-
formers are used.

The 1-megolim grid leak makes a negligible
difference to the strength of signakc but it
often gives an improvement in quality.
If you are interested, try with and without
it.

"Radian " Flexible Wiring
V)Then using a super -power valve it is, of

course, advantageous to use an .output
filter, but such a filter was not included in

;the present set in order to keep the price
down to as reasonable a figure as possible.
Ample room, however, has been left.on the
baseboard for the addition of an output
choke and .condenser unit, and if you
examine the theoretical diagram you will
see the'connections for such a unit included.

-The "Radian " flexible- wiring system
makes any slight changes in the set after it
has been built (such as the incorporation of
an output filter) a very simple matter. All
you will need for such a filter is a good

nillIlfil11111110111111H141H1111411111111111111111111111111111111HIlLt

GOING TO BUILD A SET ?
- Don't forget the two famous

Wireless Constructor :74

Envelopes
which are now on sale, and
which respectively deal
with the construction of

THE "RADIANO " THREE E=

and - ==

THE " CONCERT " FOUR
=

.f. Price Vfl per envelope from any
bookseller, or by post, 1/9, direct :-E-

Fi from "Wireless Constructor ==
Envelopes," The Amalgamated
Press, Ltd., Bear Alley, Farringdon

Road, London, E.C.4.
EE

;illf11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111f,

output choke and a 2-mfd. condenser.
Screw them both in some convenient
position near the last valve holder. The
following changes of wiring will be neces-
sary.

Choke Output Easily Fitted.
Remove the lead. which goes from the

plate of the last valve to the loud -speaker
terminal, and also that which goes from
the second loud -speaker terminal to high-
tension positive. Now connect the plate
of the last valve to one of the choke
terminals and connect the other choke
terminal to the high-tension positive
terminal. Next, take a second lead from
the plate terminal of the last valve to one
terminal of the 2-mfd. condenser, and take
the other terminal of this condenser to
the negative loud -speaker terminal. The
positive loud -speaker terminal is now
connected to any point of negative L.T.,
the most convenient lone being the filament
terminal nearest the terminal strip of the
last valve.

When using a power and not a super
poiver in'the output, you need not trouble
to' include an ojitput filter, and' as many

(.Continued_On next page4

[WARNING
TO NEW COSSOR

"MELODY MAKER" OWNERS

There are no efficient substitutes for the

FAMOUS S.R.S. ULTRA
SHORT-WAVE COILS

(Pro. Pas. 2340/28, 29225/28.)

Any others offered for sale must of. necessity
leave out the very features which make these
coils unique, as they are protected by the
above Pro. Patents. Moreover, only with
S.R.S. Coils can you do the

Tune in any station with maximum induc-
tance and minimum condenser reading.
A TREMENDOUS ADVANTAGE in
ultra short-wave reception.

2. Cover the whole short-wave band from $
 to over too metres (3 pairs of ordinary

coils are needed to do this).
FROM ALL GOOD DEALERS
or direct from us C.O.D. or P.O.

PRICE 16/- PAIR
Why are these coils used in all parts of the
Empire? Because they are unique, and made
by the Firm that Made SHORT-WAVE RE-
CEPTION POSSIBLE ON THE ORIGINAL
COSSOR "MELODY MAKER" with the
FAMOUS S.R.S. ULTRA SHORT-WAVE

ADAPTION (Patent 11360'28).

OFFICIALLY RECOMMENDED
BY MESSRS. A. C. COSSOR LTD.
Send for free descriptive folders to the Sole

Designers and Manufacturers :-

STONEHOUSE RADIO SUPPLIES
54, UNION ST., PLYMOUTH, DEVON.
Also S.R.S. Ultra Short -Wave Coils for the
LISSEN " S.G.3 " Receiver. Price 18/- pair.

Buy "THE ALL EUROPE THREE" g,r11.
A book of clear instructions
efficient 3 -valve set. From a bookseller, or net.

PITMANS, Parker Street, W.C.2.

EASY PAYMENTS !
ANY MAGAZINE SET BUILT TO
ORDER, OR ANY MAKE OF SET
SUPPLIED ON PAYMENT OF FIRST

IOF 12 EQUAL MONTHLY PAY-
MENTS. NOW YOU CAN GET
YOUR COSSOR, MULLARD,
MUSIC MAGNET OR TITANS, Etc.
144 PAGE CATALOGUE & FORMS,

POST 613. FREE

CITY & GENERAL RADIO CO., LTD.,
46, Watling Street, London, E.C.4.

ff"TEL.: CITY 9280. N.B.-ESTAB. 7 YEARS.

SPADES, PINS and EYES

Parts of the Eelex Standardisation System of
connections-all interchangeable-suit every need-
made in 6 different colours and cost 2d. each.

Write for booklet T.76.
J. EASTICH & SONS,Eelex House, 118, Eunhill Row, Chiswell

Street, London, E.C.1.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
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" RADIAN° " TITAN THREE
(Continued front previous page.)

readers will desire to economise on high-
tension current and use a power instead of
a super -power valVe, the simpler arrange-
ment of components (without the output
filter) is shown in the photographs and
wiring diagram.

To build the set, first of all drill the
panel and mount the switches and variable
condensers as shown. Next mount the
two panel brackets on the baseboard and
hold the panel up against the front edge of
the baseboard, marking through the holes
in the brackets where you have to drill for
the securing screws. It is only necessary
to use one bracket securing screw for the
panel at each end, the additional support
required being given by three screws passed
through the lower part of the panel into the
front edge of the baseboard.

Fixing the Panel.
For neatrtess, countersink the holes in

the panel which takeS the securing screws
for the brackets and when the screws are
in place fill up the depressions with black
playwax. (This wax slices off very -cleanly
with a knife, and a hard rub with a duster
will polish the surface and completely
obliterate the Mark of the sere* hole.)

The next step is to place the coil in
position as shown, being careful the ter-
minals come at the positions marked.
Now arrange the other components, but
before fixing the valve hOlders and trans-
foriner, put your. terminal strip in place
and make sure. that the shanks of the
terminals do not fold any other components.

The flexible rubber -covered wire used in
this " Radian° " set can be obtained on a
reel or in a coil. The method of wiring is
simplicity itself. With a sharp knife,
remove the rubber from one end of the
wire for about one inch. Twist the strands
between the fingers to prevent them spread-
ing, and then bend the bared end into a
loop and twist it so that a closed loop will
slip over the aerial terminal shank.

Simple Wiring.
Allow enough wire to reach from the

aerial terminal shank to either of the fixed
condenser terminals and then allow a further
inch for baring. Bare this wire, twist
another loop and slip it over the condenser
terminal nearest the terminal strip. Pro-
ceed in the same manner for the lead from
the fixed condenser to the aerial terminal
of the coil and pass on from wire to wire,
marking off on your wiring chart each
wire as made so as to prevent confUsion.

Go systeinatically and do not jtinip- from
one part of the set to another, wiring up
the aerial, grid circuit tuning condenser,
filament wiring and switching, and so
forth till you come to the last wire. If
you have been systematic in this work and.
marked off each wire as made on your
chart, a quick glance will show whether
you have made every lead. What wire
you have over make into battery leads,
fitting them off with spade terminals and
wander plugs, if you so desire.

Notide particularly the markings on the
various terminals On the terminal strip.
The order may appear to you to be some-
what unusual, but -if, you examine the
design You will see the terminals. are so
placed that the leads ioifig from theth are

(Continued - on next

TRIO
4 -Pole

CONE
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EH E Ri
RApcoInAtinNue0a f:',,TrIrTevAiouNs paTuell)THREE

THREE READINGS ON
ONE DIAL.
Readings :
0-6 VOLTS Crystallised
0-150 VOLTS black finish,
0-30 MILLI- fully guaran-

AMPS teed.
RES. 5,000 Can be used as

OHMS a -Pole finder.
If you want to get the best from your set-
use a Wales Meter and surprise yourself
with the wonderfully improved reception
that this super -meter ensures. It gives
both volt and amp. readings that any expert
will tell you are the essentials to perfect se:
control. It costs but 8'6 and gives three
dead beat readings from one clearly en-
graved dial. Fully guaranteed. From your
dealer or direct complete with explanatory
leaflet. Stocked by Halford's Stores,
Curry's Stores, and all radio dealers.
"CERTAINLY WORTHY OF A PLACE ON YOUR
WIRELESS TABLE."-Vide "THE DAILY MIRROR."
Tested againsl very much more expensive Instruments
the " roll amp" shows accurate readings,
Possession of this " Three -in -one" meter wilt greatly
help towards the better running and care of a Receiver
and Batteries, far it is perfectly simple to use .
convenient in size . . . very reasonable in price . .certainly worthy of a place on your wireless table.

Extract from. "The Daily Mirror." b'eb. 14th, 1929.

TO THE The StandardWed Battery Co.,
Dept. P.W.. t4-188, Unites.
urt London W.C.2.

WONDIERFUL

WAT S
V01. 11 CiAMp

10 TEST mk-E-Ext.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4i -
Transformers 5/, Loudspeakers 4:-.All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, guatanteed and ready

for delivery in 24 Flours,Discount for Trade. Clerkenwell 9069 -E. MASON, 44, East Rd.. City Rd.. Ni.

SAXON GUIDE
TO WIRELESS

1929 EDITION. ENTIRELY REVISED.
This rue -page book tells you how to make the
most efficient and up-to-date sets.
Full instructions with diagrams are givenfor making Crystal Sets, One and Two
Valve All -Wave Sets, One and Two ValveLow -Frequency Amplifiers, etc. Particularattention is drawn to the following :-
Saxon 3 -Valve Loud Speaker Set, Saxon All -
Electric 3 -Valve Set, Saxon H.T. Eliminator,
and the new Super 4 -Screened Valve Set.
These are the most modern sets, easily built by
anyone in two or three hours. NO SOLDERING,
NO COILS TO CHANGE, NO PANEL'i TO DRILL,
NO KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED. Price 1/S.

.
SPECIAL OFFER. If you enclose the name and
address of your Wireless dealer a copy will be sent
for ed., post free.

SON Radio Co. (Dept.P.W.), South Shore, Blackpool.

the shortest possible for the particular
"purpose. Thus grid bias; high -'tension
negative, and low - tension negative are
placed next to one another, and all three
are joined together behind the strip.

When everything is connected, up put the
aerial tapping on the " Titan " coil in about
the third socrtet, or to the third terminal (if
terminals are provided and not sockets).
Join the flexible wire which goes from the
aerial terminal' of the set in such a way
that the fixed condenser is cut out of
circuit (or altertiatively leave the fixed
condenser in and join its two terminals by a
short circuiting wire), and place the long -
wave loading coil flex connection on the
"Titan" coil on the No. 60 terminal.

The Valves to Use.
Set your reaction condenser at zero, pull

the wave -change switch out, connect up your
aerial and earth and low- and high-tension
batteries and grid bias. Use the maximum
high tension available up to 150 volts
and grid bias on the last two valves
according to the makers' instructions.

I recommend for valves in this set a
high -frequency type in both the first
and the second sockets, and a power or
super -power valve in the last socket.
If you are using a high -frequency type
of valve in the second socket, then 3 volts
will be suitable on 120 volts. Grid bias
on the output valve should be that recom-
mended by the valve -maker on the leaflet.

After you have become accustomed to
the lower band, push the switch in and
try on the upper bands. The degree of
selectivity you will choose will depend
upon your particular aerial, location, etc. ;
but if the tuning is too sharp, try more
aerial turns, and if it is too flat use fewer
aerial turns.

The sharpest tuning of all, at some
appreciable sacrifice of strength, will be
obtained by using the series condenser
and the smallest number of turns on both
coils. Remember that changing to the
long wave will vary the reaction setting
on your reaction condenser, F.0 do not make
any alterations or trials with this without
first setting the reaction condenser to zero.
This will save unnecessary oscillation.

Strength and Selectivity.
In the course of a very thorough test,

not only were the local and alternative
stations,- together with 5 X X, received at
full loud - speaker volume, .but a number
of other Continental stations were picked
up with great ease. On the long wave-
band, Radio -Paris, Eiffel Tower, Hilversum,
etc., came in quite well.

It must be remembered, however, that
a detector and two loW-frequency stages
will only pick up a large number of stations
with the very careful use of the reaction
condenser, and, the inexperienced reader
is recommended to use caution here,
otherwise he may cause disturbance to his
neighbours.

As a really powerful three-valver with
the great advantage of sharp tuning
and simple wave -change switching, the
" Radian Titan " should have a wide
appeal, while the beginner who has never
made a set before will find that the con-
struction and operation is of the simplest.

 THE MUM
:BEST WAY N

TO ACHIEVE
IDEAL RADIO RECEPTION
fa to scrap your OLD and OUT-OF-DATE

 Components and build a set with the latest
products of TECHNICALICA SKILL.

:EASY TERMS
Enable you to reach this Idea,

 ALL COMPONENTS SUPPLIED FOR TITAN 2 az S;
MULLARD MASTER 3 * ; COSSOR .,
MELODY MAKER ; LUMEN 13-43-3. is

EVERYTHING N
WIRELESS

 PORTABLE SETS from 16 gas. - Pys. IN
 n.t.?tu'utiltadciTon,01,712:-.11:gi__O. ATLAS. 1.
. LOUD SPEAKERS from 29/6-Celestion.

aAmplion, M.P.A., eto. U
BEST MONTHLY TERMS
QUOTED. BY RETURN

 CASH ORDERS EXECUTED 
.. PAN." TITAN COILS IN STOCK 

PRICE 15/,
m Call or send list or requirements. Hun, NB
- dreds of Satisfied Customers recommend us.The P.D.P. Co" Ltd.
 - (Dept. P.), 121, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2 wi 1.111.1 Telephone : City 98465500q

PATENT. FRADE MAK n
Inventions Advice Handbook and Consultations FREE.-B. T. KING, C.I.M.E.,Regd. Patent Office (GR., U.S. & Canada),
146a, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
43 years' references. 'Phone: Cent, 0682

_THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY=
ELeyton Primary H T. Battery, PI Porous Pot Cells EESI & S2 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly
E 1 -cell. 6 -cell. 12 -cell. 30 -cell.
E P1 61d. .. 3/3 .. 6/9 .. 14'.
E 81 ed. .. 3/- .. 6/3 .. 12/- =
...7. 62 41d. .. 2/6 .. 3/10 .. 9/6 =

Bend I li. stamp for booklet giving t all particulars to
THE LEYTON BATTERY CO.,

g305, CHURCH ROAD, LEPTON E.10.-7:

1

ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE!

The Rate for a one inch Single
Column Advertisement is 30/ -

Minimum Space accepted :
Half -an -inch . 15/ -
Send Remittance with instructions to:

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS. LONDON, E.C.4

EASY PAYMENTS
The first firm to supply Wireless parts on eas,

Fivepayments.

yearsdsol satisfiedvertlser :uin :kanenirs!Wireless."
Send us a list of the parts you require, and the pay
meats that will suit your convenience, and we wit,
send you a definite quotation. Anything wireless.
H. W. HOLMES. 29, FOLEY STREET,
.bone Mvse at. Portland St. W.1

arts
"QSIATsatnalta

CLAROS AT

VARIABLE
RESISTANCES

FOR VOLUME ;rota,
DISTANT CONTROL,
ELIMINATORS ETC,

As frequently specified by -The Experts:
 NIGH QUALITY  LOW PRICE.

New 20 Page l3rocure free on request;
Many unique circuits.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.
76,OLDHALL ST.,LIVERPOOL,
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1328.)

wire, and these conditions may make all
the difference to the strength of reception.

This is particularly the case where the
reception is in any case fairly weak, as when
receiving distant stations. It is true that a
reduction in the incoming signal strength
can be compensated by high -frequency
amplification in the receiver, but this is all
to the bad, and it is clearly very desirable to
use all possible precautions to conserve the
energy striking the aerial so that as large a
percentage of it as possible ultimately
passes into the H.F. circuit of the receiver.

A Curious Case.
I have known cases where an apparently

inferior type of aerial strung up, for exam-
ple, indoors for temporary purposes has
proved actually better on results than an
elaborate outdoor system, and the explana-
tion has been more or less as indicated in
the foregoing remarks ; the indoor system
has been comparatively free from leakage,
although its actual pick-up efficiency might
have been small, whilst the elaborate out-
door antenna, although intercepting a very
much greater amount of radiated electro-
magnetic energy, was inefficient, due to
leakages of the kind which we have just
been discussing.

Composition of Solder.
Some useful remarks were made recently

in this journal by a well-known contributor
on the subject of the different grades of
solder which are available for various radio
purposes. One of the principal points
brought out was that, owing to its com-
paratively high cost, the proportion of tin
in so-called soft solder was apt to be reduced
below a reasonable minimum.

Tinning.
You may know that pure tin has a very

low melting point (not a great deal above
200 degrees centigrade), whereas lead, which
is usually the other element in the solder,
has a decidedly higher melting point. Con-
sequently a large proportion of tin means
that the melting point of the solder is re-
duced, which makes the solder much more
easily workable for general radio purposes.

Another important point is -that the tin
has the peculiar property of making the
solder " run," or adhere to the clean surface
of other metals ; the process of " wetting "
the surface is sometimes, in fact, known as
" tinning," and this is the principle involved
in industrial work where various types of
metal are " tinned " in order to protect the
base metal and render it useful for special
purposes. The most familiar example is
so-called tinplate which, as you probably
know, is nothing more than thin sheet iron
which has been coated with an extremely
thin layer of tin.

Good low -melting -point solder will gener-
ally be noticed to have a fairly light colour
and to be clean and silvery or whitish,
whereas inferior solder, which is mostly
lead with a very little tin, will have a dull
and dirty appearance, resembling that of
an old piece of lead pipe. You will find that
the inferior solder is unsatisfactory to work
with, and will give you endless trbuble as
conpared with that containing the requisite
proportion of tin.

(Continue'), on next page.)

Get your

fiatWall
TO PERFECT RADIO

"TITAN" set the EASY WAY
THE "TITAN" TWO.

Complete Kit of Components .. £3: 14: 0
" BUY'" THE EASY WAY. First payment of 1C-,

balance in II monthly payments of 13/0.
COMPLETE INSTRUMENT, wired, tested, Royalties
Paid, £5: 15: 0 (valves, batteries, speaker extra); _or
10:- down, balance in rr monthly payments of 10;7.

Complete Kit of Components £4 : 10: 0
BUY." THE EASY WAY. First payment of 10;-,
,Lbalance in II monthly instalments of 81 each.

COMPLETE INSTRUMENT, wired, tested and
Royalties' paid, VI: 10: 0 (valves, batteries, speaker,
extra); or 101- down, balance in II monthly pay-

ments of 10:-.

THE "TITAN" TUNER
This novel tuner, interposed between the aerial
and your set, will confer upon it powers of station -
separating which are extraordinary, and kit can
be used in front of " Titan " and all other sets.
Coniplete kit of components as specified to
build this unit-a most useful one in these days of
station -jamming .. £2 11 10.
" BUY " THE EASY WAY, First Payment of
11/2 and 5 monthly payments of 9/- each.

"TITAN" COIL UNIT
This has been manufactured by ourselves in
strict accordance with specification, and con-
structors can feel confident that they are getting
the right article when purchasing this for, 15;-.
Your set -Will prove its appreciation of your
inclusion of the above among your parts.

MAIL THE EASY WAY COUPON NOW!
Fill up coupon and you will receive one of
our beautiful art catalogues and other Radio
literature. It is impossible for us to mention
in this small advertisement every component
and set sold by us, but you can rest assured
that anything you require in Radio can be
obtained from us Easily on the Easy Way.

Free Demonstrations and Advice by Qualified
Engineers at our Shops :-

77, CITY RD., LONDON, E.C.1
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,'W.C.1.

4, MANCHESTER ST., LIVERPOOL.
33, WH1TELOW RD., CHORLTON-CUM-

HARDY, MANCHESTER.

In addition to their own extensive ramie.
PETO-SCOTT offer YOU Every Known
Radio Receiver gr Component-all on

EASY TERMS !
The following list is merely representative,
and we ask you to fill in the coupon below

or send us a list of your requirements.
COSSOR MELODY MAKER. Send only 10;-,

balance in 11 monthly instalments of 14/7.
MULLARD MASTER THREE STAR. Send only

10,-, balance in 11 monthly payments of 15/3.
LEADING MAKES OF H.T. ELIMINATORS from

4 7 down. Balance in 11 monthly payments of
47.

ULTRA DOUBLE ACTION AIR COLUMN LOUD
SPEAKER. Send balance in 11
monthly payments of 8/3.

BRANDESET THREE. Send only 13;4, balance
in 11 monthly payments of 13/4.

NEW MAROONIPHONE 3 VALVE SET, with
valves. batteries and speaker. Send only 20!-,
balance in 12 monthly payments of 17/4. Also
available for mains operation.

ADAPTA-GRAM-OPHONE to your Radio Re -
ceiver. Marvellous new instrument, Inexpensive
and simple to fit. Send doupon for full details.....

PETO-SCOTT CO.,
LTD..

Please send me your big Illustrated Lists.

NAME

ADDRESS

P.W. 9/3;29.

Once set always
ready. Not
affected by vibration.
Each one is tested on RD 40
broadcast before despatch,

and is perfect. 2I
01 all high-class Radio Dealers,

or Sole Makers:

JEWEL PEN I CA ,

(Radio Dept. 48)
21/2, Gt. Sutton St., London, E.C.1.

0...5, MARI( " RED DIAMOND '
RED DIAMOND THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR

REX,

FOR ALL CIRCUITS USING
CRYSTAL RECTIFICA-

TION. By Insured Post,
2/8, or 2:9 with shield.
- Can be mounted on

brackets or through
panel.

A.M.I.A.E.
A.M.I.C.E.

A.M. I. E .E.
A AM, I .MEcti.E.

A BOOK YOU MUST NOT MISS I
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is the most conci
plete hand -book on Engineering Exams. and Cgursee
ever produced. It describes over 60 Exam. and home!
study courses in all branches of Mechanical. Electrical,'
Motor and Civil Engineering, including WIRELESS.'
We ALONE Guarantee-` NO PASS-NO FEE "I
This book should be in your hands-it Is a mine of
valuable information and advice. We offer it FREE.'
Write for your copy now stating branch or Exam.
which is of interest.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
101, Shakespeare House, Leicester Sq., London, W.C.2.

ALL APPLICATIONS for Advertising Space in "POPULAR
WIRELESS" must be made to the Sole Advertising Agents.
JOHN H. LILE. LTD., 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON. F.C.4.
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READY RADIO
 159, BOROUGH HIGH ST.,
16 LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.1.
a 3 Minutes from London Bridge Southern itly.

and Tube Stations. Phone: HOP 5555
 Immediate Dispatch of ALL the

CORRECT Parts' for
 "RADIANO TITAN THREE"

a

I 1 Ready Radio Cabinet, 16. with £-s.d.
1

8
5 01 Panel. a a; . 0m

X.

Baseboard "' N15 0Ready Radiotoond: Variable5 9
in 1 Cy idon -0001 mfd. Reaction Condenser

1 Lotto) -Vernier Dial _.
7
4

6
9 U

I 1 Ormond Three-point Push4all Switch 1 6

2 241;1'3)17ier Condensers...
1
5

0
0 a

N. 1 Ferranti rip igsri 5,000 ohm.

0 1 tissen High:Frequency CiMkeanoe -
1 Lissen 0003 mid. Fixed Condenser,

6
5 6

NI with Clips
1 Lissen 2 meg. Grid Leak .

mu 1 ',logien 0002- Fixed_ Condenser- ...

1
1
1

0 ai-0
0 111

es_ 3 Lotus Valve Holders 3 9
1 Ferrant1,4.P.3 Lew -Frequency Trans-

ia former ... 1
-1 R.1: General Purpose Low -Frequency

5 0 la
RIC Transformer _. ,_

-Brackets
15 0

2 Ready Radio Panel 2 6
al 1 Terminal Strip .. 1 6
 11Lirginti-lfneeg.Teciminteai.. 2

1
90 

30 Rubber -coveted Wire for Iiidianio
wiring . 1 3

11 3 Valves (as :." 1 13 6 a
U TOTAL (including valves) £8 14 9 N
11 Any of the above parts can be supplied separately.

U READY RADIO PRObUCTS SPEC!-.
FIED FOR RADIAN() TITAN.' 1

TITAN ' COIL UNIT - - 15/. I
PANEL BRACKETS - - - 2/6 1

IS L_
WRITE or WIRE.

1 144 page Illustrated General
II Catalogue, 11 post Iran. II

All rrarrs post free. See also our priced. edver.
nt,nts in " Wireless Constructor," Wire.

hos Magazine,' and " Modern Wireless.'

a
a

a
111

a
a

a

romesempeoatoniosuominmsoni
AnE YOUR OWN HIGH-TENSION

ELIMINATOR AND ALL -POWER UNIT

RADCROIX
Rains Unit Components.

Guaranteed output 200 volts 30 m!a.
COMPLETE KITS OF PARTS FOR:

Q.T., A.O. Unit 6 Variable Voltages £2 17 8
All -lower A.C. Unit 12 Variable Voltages £3 18 8
1).C. Unit 6 Variable Voltages £1 8 8
Battery Charger, complete with valves.

charging rate 2 amps £1 15 8
Wiring Diagrams free. State A.C. or D.O.From your dealer or direct from

THE WHOLESALE WIRELESS COMPANY.
103. Parringdon Road. London. E.0.1

Telephone Clerk.nwell 5312.

TIME

rth0
0rn4

SATI
/ ASTOUNDINGLY
/LOW PRICES

poSTAGE
FREE

ANY SIZE
CUT \

WRITE FOR.
NEW FOLDER.

Size Matt. Blac
Gloss Mahog.

-10 ins. x 8 ins. 1/8 2/6k
Fin

3
ish/4

12 ins. x 8 ins. 21- 3/- 4f-
14 ins. x 7 Ins, 211 8/1 4/1
10 ins, a 8 ins. 2/8 4/- 6/4

- 21 ins. x 7 ins. 3/1 4/6 6/2
Other Sizes fd.sq.in. fcl.sq.in. id.sq.in.
Above prices post free. se in. thick. Free
front surface leakage. Will not fade.
Write, call, or 'phone Clerkenivell 7853.

Agents' Addresses
JOHN HENRY SMITH. 139, Anlaby Rd., HULL.
A. STREDWICK 00.,27, The Mkt., CHATHAM,
SOYNIONA CO.. LTD., 73, Stafford St., WHAM.

Samples and Prices to Trade. DEPT. P.

ROX113111
10 SOUTH STREET MOOZGATE E.C.2

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from: previous page.)

In Strip Form.
In this connection I notice that solder

 is now being introduced especially for the
use of radio experimenters in the form of
a very thin strip M which the flux is
contained,. The strip, -in fact, is made by
first forming a tube- of the solder, the flux
being inside the tube, and then rolling this
'out flat in exactly the same Way as a
collapsed tooth -paste -tube.

This strip is very convenient for radio
experimenters, as it earl be wrapped a
couple of times around a joint and snipped
off and the soldering iron applied to the
joint, when the solder with flex immediately
completes the job. In fact, so convenient
is it that the joint can be completed without
a soldering iron at all, by the simple process
of applying a lighted match to the joint
after a small piece of the strip has been
pressed around it.

Size of cons.
Beginnessi often have some difficulty in

deciding the exact size of reaction coil
to use for a particular size of tuning coil,
and sometimes you will find that one reac-
tion coil is obviously too -large, whilst the
next size is, obviously too small. A large
coil brings in oscillation "with a bang"
L-11111111111ifilillem1e1111eineteminheeilieeiteneleme2

= - Don't Miss Your Copy a a -T.--,

MODERN WIRELESS
The March issue is a
Special Set -builders'

For Best Results.
For proper results and satisfactory control

of reaction, it is very desirable that the
oscillation should come in gradually.
Under proper conditions this is indicated
by the familiar `! breathing " sound which
heralds the onset of the oscillation. This
nice control can, however, only be obtained
with the correct size of reaction coil, and
therefore it is worth while to take some

-` trouble in getting a reaction coil of just the
right size for the particular case.

A simple way to do this, especially if
the reaction coil is of your own make, is
to wind it until it ii_clearly too large and
then gradually to reduce the winding
turn by turn until the desired state of

- affairs is reached.

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVERTISING SPACE
in "POPULAR WIRELESS" must be made to the
Solo. Advertising Agents, JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,

4 LUDGATE CIRCUS LONDON E.C.4.

DOUBLE NUMBER :=-=

On Sale Everywhere. Price 1/6

and gives poor signal strength, whilst with
the small coil the oscillation may be very
difficult if not impossible to obtain at all.

Logging Short -Wave Stations.
Logging stations with a short-wave re-

ceiver.. -is not -quite so easy as with the
stabilised broadcast receiver. but after a
station has been tuned -in to the loudest
point, the -reaction control should be turned
as.low as possible without losing the signal
and the tuning condenser then adjusted until
the signal is loudest. The station may then
be logged, and if the reading is carefully
"-noted' the station can agairr-he -obtained
subsequently with the minimum of " jug -
cling."

Type B

Even when their heads are engraved
terminals are apt to be very
muddling-it the tops come off
The tops of Belling -Lee terminals
cannot come off-one of the many
advantages to be gained by using

these excellent little products.

Made in three types :
Type"B" 6d. Type M 41d.

Type "R" 3d.

 BELLINGUE
TERMINALS r

Advt. of Belting tt Ltd.,Quernswa., 1ror3 /

rTITILN COIL
Three Point Switch 1/3 Reaction Condenser 3 6

J. L. WOOD, 21 LAMBTON RD, LONDON
QUICK DELIVERY

IN
THE CENTRE
OF THE CITY

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4

Blackfriars Station, Underground Railway.
'Phone: City 0191.

TITAN
RECEIVERS

ALL PARTS IN STOCK
Send for Complete Lists.

Our special -TITAN coil, exact
to specifieation. Super- iv..
fine workmanship .. 1.4

COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS FOR TITAN
3 -VALVE

BINET
RECEIVER WITH pff

CA .._ LJ
SPECIAL DE -LUXE
WITH CABINET . .

KIT £6-11-0
Deferred Payments for either Kt! wronged.

Details on request.

WEBB'S RADIO ELECTRIC STORES,
164, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Telephone : Gerrard 1544.
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IN these days of
screened -grid and
pentode valves it

is tempting to regard
the large set of the
normal type as out of
date, but we must not
make such an assump-
tion too hastily.

Thehe is still a
great deal in favour
of the large set if we
want a really power-
ful and sensitive re-
ceiver. On the H.F.
side, for example, two
ordinary neutralised stages of an efficient
type give rather more magnification than
the best of single screened -grid stages.

Since they involve the use of three
separate tuned circuits and not very
" tight" coupling in the intervalve H.F.
transformers, moreover, the selectivity will
be very fine indeed.

This last is an important point to all who
live in a broadcasting centre. Such a
receiver is, as a matter of fact, one of the
very few types which can be expected to
cut out the local with ease at a distance of
a few miles without the help of a wave -trap.
In this respect it is definitely ahead of the
single stage of screened grid.

Paying for Selectivity.
True, the 2-H.F. set suffers from the

drawback that there will he three dials to
tune (unless some of the circuits are ganged),
but that is the price you must pay for the
super -selectivity you get. This type of
H.F. side, evidently, will still appeal
strongly to the operator who has had
sufficient experience to enable him to cope
with the more difficult tuning, an& who
wants both high magnification and super
selectivity.

On the L.F. side, again, there can be no
question that two good ordinary stages
give distinctly more amplification than one
pentode stage. One pentode may, and
generally does, suffice to give loud -speaking
on all the stations you want if the H.F. side
is fairly powerful, but it is always pleasant
to have more " mag." still in reserve to
deal with specially weak stations.

Here the normal two stages score, es-
pecially if they are provided with a volume
control. When the H.F. side is a powerful
one the L.P. stages can then he controlled

t THE " PW"
t A UNIQUE SERVICE FOR OUR READERS.

" WHITE PRINTS."

White Print No. 14 :: :: A Five -Valve Set.
I This week we publish the fourteenth of our White Prints. This page

may be easily and safely torn out-along the dotted line overleaf-and
the White Print filed. In due course you will thus have available an
encyclopaedic collection of the best circuits used in modern radio
practice. A " White Print " will be published on the last page every

week in " P.W." until further notice.-THE EDITOR.
* ...... 40-0 40 -0- . ....

down a little for general work and only run
full out in case of need. '

You see, then, that quite a good case can
still be made out for the five-valver as a
" de -luxe " type of outfit. Of course, we
have not said very much about its draw-

:L111111111111111111i111111111111111iMIIIIMM111111=101ML:

FE"

COMPONENTS.
I Panel, 26 in. x 8 in. (or 7 in.) x f in.
1 Cabinet to flt, with baseboard 10 in.

deep and 2 panel brackets.
3 '0005 variable condensers, slow-

motion or with vernier dials.
1 L.T. switch.
1 0001 or .00015 -raid. reaction con-

denser.
1'

1 2 meg. or 1 meg. potentiometer type =,-

volume control.
5 Sprung valve holders.
3 Standard " P.W." screens, 6 in. x

10 In.
3 6 -pin coil sockets.
2 Baseboard neutralising condensers.
1 Fixed condenser of each of the follow-

ing capacities : -0002, -0003, '001,
01 mfd.

1 2 mid. Mansbridge type condenser.
1 250,000 ohm anode resistance and

holder.
1 2 meg. grid leak, and one meg.
1 Low ratio L.F. transformer.
1 Output filter type L.F. choke.
1 H.F. choke.'
1 H.T. fuse.
3 Blocks of wood, about 3 in. x 3 in. T.__

x in., to carry coil sockets.
1 Terminal strip, 24 in. x 2 In. x in. If!

and 11 terminals.
Set of coils for each wave -band (one E:

split -primary aerial coil and two .E

split -primary transformers).
Wire, screws, G.B. plugs, etc.

of heavier current
consumption, skill re-
quired in neutralis-
ing, for we merely
wished to convince
you that this type of
receiver is not yet
obsolete. Those draw-
backs exist, however,
and we do not wish
to suggest this as the
ideal set for all and
sundry.

The example of this
class which we have

chosen for this week's White Print is per-
fectly straightforward in every respect, and
is actually very similar to the " Fanfare "
-Five," published in " P.W.," No. 338. A
glance at the circuit diagram will show you
that the H.F. side is the standard arrange-
ment of an auto -coupled aerial circuit and a
" split -primary " neutralising scheme.

This part of the set is arranged with
standard 6 -pin coils throughout, and very
efficient yet simple screening is provided.
This is done with standard screens which
you can buy ready made or cut for yourself
as desired, and the result is a very stable and
well-behaved set. The scheme is very
simple : three vertical screens run across
the baseboard from back to front, and the
coil sockets are mounted on these with the
aid of square blocks of wood.

* backs, in the form
3

Working Data.
The detector valve is the usual grid leak

and condenser type, with Reinartz reac-
tion. The two L.F. stages which follow are
again very standard in nature, the first
being resistance capacity, and the second
transformer coupled.

Valves for this circuit should be these:
In the H.F. and detector positions the H.F:
type with an impedance of 20,000 to 30.000
ohms is correct. For the first LI?, stage
one of the " general purpose," or L.F.
varieties, with an impedance of, perhaps,
10,000: to 18,000 ohms. In the last stage
a power or super -power valve. -

An adequate number of separate H.T.
terminals is provided, and the usual
specification of 80-100 volts on the H.F.
(H.T. + 1), 60-80 volts on the detector
(H.T. + 2), and all you have (up to 120 or
140 volts) on the L.F. side (H.T. + 3) is

fil II 1111111n1l11111111111111111111.111111W1111111111111111111111111 correct.
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Don't debate with 'Mr.'
Loud Speaker-give 'him'
no cause for complaint
Just listen to his ' opinion of the valves you
are using. He ' knows a good valve when
lie' is in touch with it.

When Met -Vick (Cosmos) Short -path Valves
either for 2 -volt or 6 -volt Accumulator Sets, or
the A.C. type for operation from the electric
light mains, are used-' Mr.' Loud Speaker
never complains. His ' voice never falters,
nor becomes incoherent. He ' just keeps on
reproducing faithfully the happenings at the
Broadcast Studio.
`Mr.' Loud Speaker is the greatest authority on valves
MAINS OPERATED VALVES RECTIFYING VALVES
AC/G AC/12 AC P2 ACTS SP4 I/U SP43,U SP45;U SP42 U

High Power Public Screen Wave FullAmplif'n Amplirn. Address Grid Half Half Wave Half Wave Wcwe

A. F.: A. F.: A. F. : A. F. : Output Output Output Output
35 10 5 1,200 30 mA 75 mA 30 mA 60 m4

Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price
15,- 17/6 25 - 25,'- 15,- 15,'- 15 - 29,-

" A A mplifirat i4 ]'actor.

Ask your dealer for a copy of Section A" of Radio Catalogue.

MEIVICK
VALVES RV

1-11

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES (Prop.: Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.), 155, Chari,., Cross Rd., London, W.C.2
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PERFECTED

PENTONE
VALVES BY
MILLARD

THE VALVE
WO TN THE

TWO=VALVE
PUNCH

Advert. The illullard Wireless

The new Mullard Pentone is a power output valve that
does the work of two ordinary L.F. stages. It enables you
to increase enormously the volume from your receiver
without any alteration to the existing wiring. Moreover,
by dispensing with one stage of L.F. amplification the
use of the Mullard P.M. Pentone results in a remarkable
increase in purity.

The Pentone differs from the usual super -power valve in
that it has two additional grids, one of which is connected
internally to the filament while the other makes con-
nection with a terminal on the side of the valve base.
It has a normal four -pin base and plugs into any
standard valve holder. The only addition is a flexible
lead from the terminal on the valve base to the H.T.+.

In consequence the Mullard Pentone is capable of
delivering a huge output of pure undistorted volume and
has an enormous amplification factor- in the case of the
Milliard 4 volt Pentone P.M.24 the amplification factor
is 62. The mutual conductance of the Mullard P.M. 24
is 2.3 mA/V as compared with 1 mA/ V or less for a
super -power valve of the 3 electrode type.

Mullard
THE

ottlr Er%
ovolov

Service Co., Lid., House, Denmark Street, London, IV.0.2
Aria,
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